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INTRODUCTION
& SNAPSHOT

ABOUT THE PLAN
The Canyon Downtown Plan is intended to provide a cohesive vision for Downtown Canyon through the guidelines and recommendations
outlined in this Plan. This includes addressing the design of building form, streets, public spaces, and branding strategies. The ultimate goal of
this document is to present an innovative, yet realistic vision and strategy for strengthening Downtown Canyon as an economic driver for the
community and region.
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PREVIOUS PLANNING EFFORTS
Past planning efforts have helped shape Downtown Canyon and set the stage for this Plan. Below is a snapshot of previous planning efforts and
the key elements that affect Downtown Canyon.

2018 OUR CANYON
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
Our Canyon: A Comprehensive Plan was adopted
in 2018 and acts as a guide for future growth and
development in the City. Concepts of placemaking,
with an emphasis on Downtown as a key opportunity,
serve as themes throughout the Plan. The Advisory
Committee identified it as a key implementation
priority. The Downtown is featured as a specialized
category within the future land use map, emphasizing
its unique role and status in the community. The
Plan further discusses the importance of preserving
character and iconic elements, such as brick paving,
while also creating bike and pedestrian connections.
Specifically, the Comprehensive Plan defines
two particular goals in the Future Land Use and
Transportation chapters that impact Downtown.
• Begin to make infrastructure upgrades in the
Downtown Area.
• Incorporate bike lanes between WTAMU and
Downtown; preferably on 2nd and 3rd avenue.
Both of these goals, together with the themes above,
lay the foundation for this Downtown Master Plan
and help guide the recommendations that follow in
the Downtown Vision and Action Plan chapters.
In t rodu c t ion & S n a psh ot | C HA PT E R ON E
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WEST TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
MASTER PLAN
In 2018, the West Texas A&M University Campus Master Plan was
adopted by the University to guide growth and prioritize enhancements
on campus and in the surrounding area. It is a strategic document
meant to identify the University’s overall vision and actionable steps
to achieve it. As part of this document, the University identified
improvements relating to its relationship to Downtown Canyon.
The plan calls for better pedestrian infrastructure on 4th Avenue
to improve the pedestrian network between the University and
Downtown. Improvements include continuous sidewalks along the
campus edge, bicycle lanes on both sides of 4th Avenue connecting to
Downtown Canyon, and tree plantings along WTAMU frontages.
Throughout this planning process, it is crucial to recognize the
infrastructure improvements identified by the University to better align
City goals with those of WTAMU. In doing so, potential partnerships can
be forged between the City and University to ensure improvements
occur for Downtown Canyon and the student body of WTAMU.

Source: WTAMU - 4th Avenue Improvements
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STUDY AREA
Map 1. Study Area

The study area is composed of two
boundaries: the Downtown core and
greater study area. The Downtown core is
considered the central hub of Downtown
activity, including the County Courthouse
and surrounding retail. This boundary was
identified in order to concentrate efforts
and make the biggest impact in Downtown
Canyon. The greater study area boundary
encompasses areas in Downtown that are
affected by the Downtown core. This includes
West Texas A&M University and major
thoroughfares like 4th Avenue, 15th Street,
23rd Street, and the US 60 gateway.
Recommendations will also impact the
periphery of the study area to address the
transitions and gateways into Downtown. The
study area is roughly bound by US 60 and 2nd
Avenue to the north, 6th Avenue to the south,
14th Street to the west, and 25th Street to the
east, and is made up of approximately 170
acres. The exact boundary is illustrated to the
right.

Study Area Boundary

Scale: N.T.S.

Downtown Core
Building Footprints
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
Map 2. Regional Context

REGIONAL CONTEXT
Downtown Canyon is located approximately
20 miles from Downtown Amarillo and is
centrally located in Randall County off of
U.S. Hwy 60. Canyon is the county seat of
Randall County, bringing added traffic to the
Downtown core. Many regional amenities such
as lakes, parks, airports, nationally ranked
museums, major sporting events, and major
universities are within a short drive from
Downtown Canyon. This includes Palo Duro
Canyon State Park to the southeast and West
Texas A&M University to the east. Notably,
Canyon is located on the northern edge of the
Texas High Plains American Viticultural Area
(wine region), providing residents with the
ability to enjoy a number of Texas wineries.
At the same time, Canyon still offers smalltown charm with the major amenities of a
larger metropolitan region. This metropolitan
region is unique, as Amarillo serves as the
closest large city for some residents of three
other states including New Mexico, Oklahoma,
and Colorado.

Scale: N.T.S.
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Map 3. Regional Traffic Network

Regional Traffic Patterns
TX 217 (4th Avenue) extends west from I-27 to
11th Street. The roadway configuration of 4th
Avenue/SH 217 transitions multiple times.
1. Two-lane roadway with 45 MPH speed
limit between I-27 to Texas Spur 48
2. Four-lane section with a wide outside
lane and a 45 to 35 MPH speed limit
between Spur 48 and 26th Street
3. Four-lane section with limited curbside
parking and 30 MPH speed limit between
26th Street and 23rd Street/US 87
4. Four-lane section with allowed curbside
parking and 30 MPH speed limit between
23rd Street/US 87 and 11th Street.

Map 4. TxDOT Traffic Counts

Traffic along 4th Avenue/SH 217 is heaviest
near the West Texas A&M Campus and the
adjacent commercial district between 26th
Street and 20th Street, with traffic volumes
on 4th Avenue at 7,000 vehicles per day (vpd)
and the crossing volumes on 23rd Street/US
87 at 12,000 vpd. Near the Downtown Square,
between 16th and 15th Streets, traffic volumes
on 4th Avenue/SH 217 are noticeably lower,
at 6,000 vpd, dropping to 5,200 vpd west of
15th Street. West of 11th Street, where SH 217
bends along 11th Street, 4th Avenue volumes
drop to below 2,000 vpd.
15th Street passes north-south through the
Downtown study area and carries about 2,300
vpd north of 4th Avenue but less than 1,000
vpd south of 4th Avenue.

Data source: TxDOT 2019 District Traffic Web Viewer
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PHYSICAL FRAMEWORK
When examining a place, it is important to look at it through a variety of frameworks. By doing so, recommendations will be contextually
appropriate. The built environment framework looks at the buildings and circulation patterns throughout the study area.
Map 5. Urban Building Form

Urban Building Form
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In contrast, most of the study area has limited
urban building form. The present forms
are predominantly single-use sites and the
overall format of the existing development
is structured around the car rather than the
pedestrian. Parking lots and vacant land fill
in the gaps between the built environment,
resulting in a discontinuous development
pattern.
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This map shows the footprint of buildings in
Downtown Canyon. An ideal urban building
form would cover the majority of a block along
the street with pockets of non-developed
land set aside for open space. This scenario is
ideal because the buildings frame the street
and create a walkable environment. This
ideal building form is primarily met in the
Downtown core on 4th Avenue, 5th Avenue,
15th Street, and 16th Street.
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Map 6. Parking & Vehicular Network

Parking & Vehicular Network

In a downtown setting, good urban form
tends to locate parking on-street or towards
the fringe of the core in communal lots/
structures, thus emphasizing pedestrian
space and activity. Wide existing rights-of-way
present Canyon with unique opportunities for
placemaking and agility in managing parking
capacity.
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The vehicular network map depicts the
amount of land dedicated specifically to
parking in the Downtown along with roadway
classifications. Parking makes up a significant
amount of acreage in the study area. Parking
in the core is a mixture of on- and off-street
parking, with the predominant parking lot
surrounding the Randall County Courthouse.
On-street, angled parking does exist on
portions of 15th Street and 16th Street
across from the courthouse, contributing
to a confusing roadway network for those
unfamiliar with the area.
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Parking is an important piece of any place.
With downtowns in particular, there is
often a perception that there is not enough
parking. This perception can be misleading.
A more accurate statement is “there is not
enough parking right in front of where I want
to go, but there is usually parking within a
few blocks.” On the other hand, if there is
truly not enough parking, downtown has
reached maximum capacity and is a bustling
environment with people patronizing shops,
restaurants, and businesses from morning
to evening. At this point, not having enough
parking is a good problem to have.
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Expressway/Freeway

Public Parking

Downtown Core

Primary Arterial

Private/Reserved Parking

Scale: N.T.S.

Local Street
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Downtown Access and Circulation
Intersection Conflicts – Serious safety issues
exist at the four intersections around the
Downtown Square.

5th Avenue @ 15th Street – The combination
of the split aisle approach on the north
and east sides of the intersection creates
a complex configuration of westbound
movements from the 5th Avenue parking
16

16th St

4th Avenue @ 16th Street – The entry into
the 16th Street split aisle on the south side
of the intersection is further complicated by
the combination of entry into and exit from
the eastbound parking aisle. Signal phasing
favors 4th Avenue throughput with 16th Street
served when a car is detected at the stop
line. The passage of pedestrians across 16th
Street on the south leg of the intersection
is challenging, with ramping to the raised
sidewalk on the southeast corner and limited
landing space and irregular crosswalk on the
southwest corner.

5th Avenue @ 16th Street - The
combination of the split aisle
approach on the north and west
sides of the intersection creates a
complex configuration of westbound
movements from 5th Avenue,
southbound traffic on the 16th
Street parking aisle and traffic from
northbound 16th Street wanting
to go west on 5th Avenue or north
on 16th Street. The passage of
pedestrians across 16th Street on
the north leg of the intersection is
challenging, with a long crossing
distance across the multiple
conflicting traffic movements.

15th St

4th Avenue @ 15th Street – The split aisle
approach of 15th Street on the south side
of the intersection is further complicated by
the combination of northbound right turn
and eastbound entry to the parking aisle.
Signal phasing is irregular and signal timing
does not favor 4th Avenue throughput. The
passage of pedestrians across 15th Street on
the south leg of the intersection is challenging,
with ramping to the raised sidewalk on the
southwest corner and limited landing space
and irregular crosswalk on the southeast
corner.

Map 7. Downtown Access and Circulation

aisle and traffic from eastbound 5th
Avenue and northbound 15th Street
wanting to go north on 15th Street.
The passage of pedestrians across
15th Street on the north leg of the
intersection is challenging, especially
with a constrained line of sight past
parked cars to see the southbound
traffic on 15th Street that does not
have a stop sign at 5th Avenue.

4th Ave

5th Ave

Study Area Boundary

Scale: N.T.S.

Downtown Core

Parking Issues – High demand for
Intersection Circulation
parking near the front door of the
Roadway Circulation
businesses on the Square creates
congestion at the intersection at
15th Street and 5th Avenue. Ample parking
parking along the north curb of 4th Avenue,
appears to exist within walking distance of
between 16th Street and 15th Street, appears
the businesses in the Downtown area near
to be uncomfortable for drivers to park.
the Square, though the quality and safety of
the pedestrian experience varies. Curbside
C IT Y OF C A N Y ON | Dow n t ow n Pla n

Map 8. Destinations & Walkability

Destinations & Walkability
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In addition to pedestrian infrastructure, the
distance between destinations is an important
determining factor when considering
downtown walkability. In general, most
people are willing to walk 1/4 mile, or five
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Within the study area, there are five
intersections that are completely striped for
pedestrian crossings, including:

While striped with white paint, the
intersections at 15th and 16th Streets are
less inviting due to the challenging circulation
around the parking lot at the Randall County
courthouse. When traveling across the
intersection to the courthouse, a pedestrian
must wait on an island created by the parking
lot entrance. Likewise, for all intersections,
there is a lack of shade that is so often critical
to pedestrian comfort in the Texas climate.
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The destinations and walkability map includes
sidewalks, crosswalks, and major points
of interest in the study area. Downtown
is a space where pedestrians should feel
comfortable traveling from destination to
destination without needing to get in a car.
This requires safe circulation infrastructure
that is separated from the automobile.
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Crosswalks

to 10 minutes, to get to a destination. Areas
around the Downtown core and around the
University are within an easy walking distance.
However, due to a current lack of pedestrian
In t rodu c t ion & S n a psh ot | C HA PT E R ON E
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destinations in between, people are less likely
to walk from the University to the Downtown
core.
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Map 9. Strongest Identity Blocks

Strongest Identity Blocks
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• Multiple half blocks on 15th Street and
16th Street that contain urban commercial
spaces housing businesses such as
Burrowing Owl Books, Thompson’s,
Johnston’s Hardware, and Palace Coffee
Company.

1ST AVE

2ND AVE

• The two blocks between 4th Avenue and
6th Avenue and between 15th Street and
16th Street. These blocks include the
Randall County Courthouse, retail along
the Square, and Neblett Park.
• The two blocks between 2nd Avenue and
4th Avenue and between 23rd Street and
25th Street. These blocks include WTAMU
buildings and the Panhandle-Plains
Historical Museum.
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• The two blocks between 3rd Avenue and
4th Avenue and between 15th Street and
17th Street. These blocks include City Hall,
Cole Community Center, and two urban
retail spaces.
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Areas identified in green have the strongest
existing identity and investment based on
current conditions. Development in these
areas has a strong visual character and draws
regular Downtown traffic. There are fourteen
such blocks or half-blocks in Downtown,
including:
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Downtown Core
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PLANNING & OWNERSHIP FRAMEWORK
The planning framework looks at the study area’s existing land use, ground floor uses, publicly owned land, vacant land, ease of assembly, and
assessed values. This analysis highlights areas that may be available for development or redevelopment and could build off the synergy of existing
activity.
Map 10. Existing Land Use

Existing Land Use
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The majority of the Downtown core
is currently used for commercial or
governmental uses. Outside of the core,
commercial uses are largely focused along
15th Street, 4th Avenue, and 23rd Street.
WTAMU and a variety of religious institutions
comprise the majority of the civic and
educational uses in the study area. The
remainder of the study area is predominantly
residential.
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The adjacent map depicts the existing land
uses in the study area. The use of land is a
critical ingredient in determining the way
people live and work. There are two factors
to consider when designating land use: how
land is currently being used and how it could
potentially be used in the future. In many
cases, the existing active land use on property
remains unchanged. For undeveloped
property, there are opportunities to shape the
way land can be developed in the future.
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Map 11. Ground Floor Uses

Ground Floor Uses
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The current uses surrounding the courthouse
are made up of retail, government buildings,
and restaurants. These uses are ideal for the
Downtown core as they draw regular foot
traffic to the area. While offices are good
to have in a downtown, they don’t need
to be along the ground floor of prominent
pedestrian corridors since they don’t typically
attract stop-in traffic throughout the day.
These professional offices are better suited
to the second floor of downtown core blocks
or a block or two away from the heart of a
downtown. The real estate for ground floor
uses in the heart of Downtown Canyon should
be reserved for stronger activity generators
such as restaurants, cafés, breweries,
entertainment venues, boutique fitness
studios, and retail that stays open in the
evenings and on weekends.
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This map provides insight into how the
ground floor of buildings in Downtown are
programmed. This impacts what a person
experiences when walking through the area.
The “heart” of Downtown Canyon is focused
around the Square and the buildings that
surround the Randall County Courthouse.
These blocks set the stage for the success of
the rest of the Downtown area.
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Map 12. Public/Semi-Public Owned Land

Public/Semi-Public Owned Land
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Schools and churches are often filled at
certain hours. If a partnership was created
between the City, school, and/or church, the
parking lots at these facilities could serve the
Downtown in other respects during non-peak
times. This could include providing locations
for various markets or overflow parking for
Downtown Canyon patrons.
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There are several parcels just north of City
Hall and the Cole Community Center that are
owned by the City. If the City continues to
acquire parcels in this area, it can be a great
asset for the development of Downtown. The
City could leverage this to build new municipal
facilities or potentially build a public-private
project that can act as a catalyst for additional
growth and development in the area.
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Public facilities in downtowns are often activity
generators. People visit City Hall to take
care of permits and pay water bills. Libraries
become a hub of activity for all ages. Courts
are full of people all day long and police and
fire stations interact with the public through
safety preparedness in addition to fighting
fires and crime.
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Map 13. Vacant Land

Vacant Land
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Examining the vacant land in Downtown
is a two-fold exercise. First, it identifies
voids within the urban fabric and second,
it presents potential locations for future
development that won’t need to have any
existing infrastructure removed. There is
limited vacant land within Downtown including
a few pockets east of 18th Street, north of 3rd
Avenue and one larger parcel along Highway
60. This indicates that increased activity and
economic benefit will come primarily through
reprogramming spaces, renovations, and
redevelopment rather than investment in
properties that are currently vacant.
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Map 14. Ease of Assembly
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Within the study area, there are several
blocks that are owned by a single entity.
The majority of these are owned by the City,
County, WTAMU, and religious institutions.
A large portion of land in the study area
includes blocks with three or more property
owners. These areas may ultimately be more
appropriate for small-scale redevelopment
over time.
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The ease of assembly assessment looks at
how many entities own properties within
one area. For this investigation, a block is
considered a continuous area of land, typically
separated from the next block by a road,
alley, or railroad tracks. Generally speaking,
blocks with one or two property owners are
more ideal for future development. Little
land assembly is required in order to make
the site large enough for future development
and provide a sufficient return on investment.
Blocks with three or more owners can be
assembled into one ownership, but these
areas are more prone to encounter owners
who aren’t willing to sell and thus reducing
future development project feasibility. At the
same time, these fragmented parcels are
ideal for smaller, incremental development
opportunities suited for small and creative
developers.

7TH AVE

Study Area Boundary

Blocks with One Property Owner

Downtown Core

Blocks with Two Property Owners

Scale: N.T.S.

Blocks with Three or More Property Owners
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Map 15. Assessed Values

Assessed Values

Properties owned by the City, County,
Economic Development Corporation, religious
institutions, WTAMU, and other public and
semi-public entities are tax exempt.
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COLLEGE ST

7TH AVE

21ST ST
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17TH ST
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15TH ST

6TH AVE

7TH AVE

Study Area Boundary

$0 | tax exempt

Downtown Core

Under $5 per square foot
$5-$10 per square foot
$10-$25 per square foot
$25-$50 per square foot
$50+ per square foot
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21ST ST

20TH ST

19TH ST

18TH ST

17TH ST

16TH ST

1ST AVE

25TH ST
(WISDOM RD)

N 13TH ST

RUSSELL
LONG BLVD

14TH ST

All land value increments are represented
in the study area, however, a larger
concentration of land values of $25+ are
situated closer to Randall County Courthouse.
This doesn’t come as a surprise since this area
is the heart of Downtown Canyon. Within a
block or two of these high value areas are
parcels valued at $10 or less per square
foot, making these adjacent areas ideal for
reinvestment.

F
£
¤

13TH ST

The land values in this map are compiled from
Randall County tax appraisals. The values
shown are based on price per square foot
and do not represent market values or the
owners’ expectations. Examining the land
values within the study area is one of the
most important factors for setting the stage
for future development. It identifies locations
where redevelopment is unlikely to occur
based on high values, while simultaneously
locating nearby areas that don’t currently
have a high land value but can build off of the
current momentum generated by the high
land value parcels.
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POLICY & REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Understanding the existing regulatory mechanisms that have contributed to the urban form of Downtown Canyon is a crucial step in identifying
tangible, realistic solutions, and goals to achieve the Plan’s overall vision.

Introduction
The regulations most applicable to Downtown
Canyon are spread between multiple chapters
within the Code of Ordinances and frequently
reference one another. Most of the relevant
regulations are confined to the zoning
ordinance, with others found within building
regulations and right-of-way management.
A rewrite of the zoning and subdivision
ordinances is occurring concurrent to this
Downtown Master Plan, with a Diagnostic
Report on the state of current ordinances
completed in 2019. In reviewing the Diagnostic
Report, several issues and recommendations
were identified as relevant to this Plan effort,
including:
• A need to shift the tone of the ordinances
to emphasize plain language over
technical jargon, and address obsolete
terminology.

Several other aspects of the Diagnostic Report
are highlighted within the description of the
regulatory environment below.
For the purposes of discussing the regulatory
environment, this Plan divides the various
regulations into the following topics:
• Building codes
• Historic preservation
• Street activation and use
• Residential zoning and development
standards
• Mixed-use and commercial zoning and
development standards
• Landscaping and signs

• The benefit of using flow charts,
illustrations and other graphics to clearly
and concisely convey requirements in an
approachable manner.
• The convenience of addressing Downtown
in a more explicit manner rather than
relying upon weaving and interpreting
a variety of different districts, and
to highlight appropriate mixed-use
approaches.
In t rodu c t ion & S n a psh ot | C HA PT E R ON E
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Building and Fire Regulations

Historical Preservation

Canyon operates under the 2012 editions of the International Fire
Code, including Appendices B, C, and D. The remainder of their
building-related codes use the 2015 edition of the International Code
Council (ICC) suite of codes. Local amendments are typical, though
most cities are transitioning to the 2018 and 2021 editions. The ICC
edition updates, in current practice, focus primarily on incorporating
new technologies and new approaches to construction rather than
becoming more restrictive or costly.

While there are several state historical markers, there is not a historic
preservation ordinance for local landmarks or local historic districts.
Cities vary in how active their approach to preservation should be,
with some designating landmarks and districts without specific design
standards to support use of flexible methods available under the
International Existing Building Code and International Fire Code to
support adaptive reuse of historic buildings.

26
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Street Activation and Use
Special events and block parties are governed by Chapter 98 of the
Code of Ordinances, and managed by the police department. The
ability to conduct such activities is regulated in a common, reasonable
manner with a focus on life/safety and level of demand placed on
policing and other municipal services. Deadlines and the level of review
vary by type and intensity, while granting a degree of flexibility and
discretion to the police chief. This discretion is shared with the city
manager, who can consider alternatives to restrictions on the hours of
operation.
Canyon has also adopted regulations in Chapter 19 of the Code of
Ordinances to regulate bicycle and scooter sharing vendors. Most of
the regulations focus on liability, safety of users as well as the general
public, and operational expectations. The regulations appear consistent
with common practices in other cities, and were likely prompted by the
presence of WTAMU. There is a restriction limiting use within the nine
blocks of the square, likely due to much higher potential for pedestrian
conflicts and the challenging traffic flow.
Section 5.14 within the zoning ordinance contains provisions for
sidewalk displays and cafes. The accompanying standards focus
primarily on upkeep, appearance, and maintaining accessibility. An
annual license is required with a modest fee. The language of Section
5.14 appears confined to sidewalks, indicating parklet configurations
within on-street parking may not be allowed.
Chapter 157 of the Code of Ordinances contains language addressing
franchisee, telecommunications provider, and small wireless facilities
use standards within the public right-of-way. The language does
not appear to present barriers to the deployment of broadband
infrastructure, and treatment of wireless node infrastructure appears
to comport with Chapter 284 of Local Government Code.
There are no operational restrictions, payment requirements, or time
limits for the use of on-street parking.
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Landscaping and Signs

Residential Zoning and Development Standards

Landscaping standards apply in all nonresidential zoning districts,
but there is an exception for lots under 12,000 s.f. except when such
lot adjoins another lot which is smaller than 12,000 s.f. The intent
and applicability of this exemption is not clear. Downtown areas,
due to higher lot coverages and no/limited front setback, typically
have exemptions or forms of alternative compliance for landscape
standards.

Canyon has several residential districts within its zoning regulations. Of
these districts, Single-Family Suburban Residential (SF-S) and Duplex
Attached Residential (2F) are the most relevant districts. Single-Family
Village Residential (SF-V) is not present around Downtown despite
development standards that indicate a denser, more urban condition.
SF-S requires 60-foot lot widths, which is wide for a downtown-adjacent
context. SF-S is restricted primarily to single-family detached homes.
2F, which accommodates duplexes, maintains the same lot dimension
standards as SF-S but with a higher density of 14.5 dwelling units per
acre. 2F also allows single-family detached on slightly smaller 6,000
s.f. lots with a 50-foot width and a corresponding increase in allowed
density.

Sign regulations are located within the zoning ordinance. Like many
cities, aspects of the sign regulations do not appear to comport with
relevant case law on content neutrality. Likewise, it is not clear how
sign regulations apply to a variety of sign types common in downtown
settings, such as sandwich boards, marquees, awnings, blade/hanging
signs, and others.

Alternative residential types are not explicitly addressed, including
townhomes, accessory dwelling units, cottage courts, and cottage rows.
Minimum lot size and maximum densities indicate density is calculated
as a net (excluding right-of-way and undevelopable land), rather than
gross. Off-street parking is required for all residential uses in all zoning
districts.

28
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Mixed-Use/Commercial Zoning and Development
Standards
For non-residential and mixed-use development, and Downtown in
general, the Retail (RC-1), Commercial (RC-2), and Central Area (RC-3)
zoning districts are most relevant. Multifamily and other residential
uses are also allowed in these districts, including single-family attached
(townhouses) and detached. The zoning ordinance contains language
indicating mixed-use with residential integrated with commercial uses
in a single building or site is allowed in RC-1 and RC-3, though it could
be presented with greater prominence and clarity.
The zoning ordinance does restrict some uses within the study area
that would be common in a downtown area. For example, RC-1
requires hotels, motels, and bed & breakfasts to seek a specific use
permit. Certain uses, like tattoo studios and smoke shops, are limited
by specific use permit. Virtually all industrial and manufacturing uses
are prohibited in all three relevant zoning districts, which appears
to limit craft manufacturing/studios such as custom glass, custom
furniture, and craft brewing and distilling. Despite Canyon’s location at
the northern edge of the Texas High Plains wine region, wineries and
wine shops are not addressed. There are, however, uses permitted that
are unusual in typical downtown settings, such as tire retreading and
capping.
RC-3 functions as the Downtown square zoning district, with no
lot coverage restriction and an exemption from minimum parking
requirements for nonresidential uses. RC-2 and RC-3 do not have
height restrictions, but lot dimension standards in the ordinance
appear to create nonconforming lots in portions of the Downtown
core and fringe. RC-2 and RC-3 do not have minimum front setbacks,
allowing for buildings in an urban condition built to the front property
line. RC-2 has a restrictive lot coverage standard indicative of suburban
development patterns.
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ECONOMIC & MARKET ANALYSIS
CONTEXT

Map 16. Census Block Map - Downtown Canyon

Canyon is located approximately 20 miles
south of Amarillo and is within a two-hour
drive of Lubbock. Attractions such as Palo
Duro Canyon State Park, the Panhandle-Plains
Historical Museum, and the outdoor musical
TEXAS draw thousands of visitors to the area
each year. The City of Canyon is one of the
largest cities within the Amarillo Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA) which is comprised of
five counties: Armstrong, Carson, Oldham,
Potter, and Randall Counties. According to
the US Census Bureau, the 2020 population
estimate for the Amarillo MSA was 265,947.
The City of Canyon currently represents 6.0
percent of the regional population.
Downtown Canyon still serves as the
traditional economic hub of the community.
The area around the Randall County
Courthouse is home to approximately 75
businesses and public sector organizations
employing about 1,300 workers. TXP estimates
between 400 and 500 of these employees
work within the core Downtown area. The
restoration of the Courthouse, beginning
in 2009, was a catalytic project that helped
attract new businesses to Downtown. The
more recent success of Canyon Economic
Development Corporation projects such as
Joe Taco and Palo Duro Canyon Outfitters has
proven Downtown can attract customers from
throughout the Amarillo region.
30
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The purpose of this section of the report is to
review key economic indicators for Downtown
that describe the current situation. The
combination of data analysis, market trends,
stakeholder input, and successful strategies
from other communities helped identity future
economic development opportunities for
Downtown over the next five to 10 years.
Given the relatively small size of both
Downtown and the City of Canyon, TXP had
to rely on datasets that cover a larger area
than the core nine-block Downtown area and
the larger “L-shaped” study area boundaries.
Therefore, some of the data that will be
presented in this section is at the census block
group level. Downtown Canyon is slightly
smaller than Census Tract 218.01 Block Group
2 (see Map 16 on previous page).
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POPULATION
Since 2010, the City of Canyon has grown
19.4 percent while adding nearly 2,600 new
residents. The 2019 population estimate for
Canyon is 15,945 residents. Over this same
period, Randall County added approximately
16,500 new residents or a 13.6 percent
growth rate. A number of factors including
overall quality of life and an active Downtown
have resulted in Canyon growing faster
than Randall County and the Amarillo MSA.
Currently, 1,350 people live in the greater
downtown area. Over the next five years,
Downtown’s population is projected to remain
relatively constant without new residential
projects that would increase the housing
supply in Downtown.
According to the 2019 American Community
Survey 5-Year Estimate, there are currently
600 housing units in the larger Downtown.
About two thirds of the units are renteroccupied and one third are owner-occupied.
According to the US Census Bureau, 12
new housing units have been built in the
Downtown over the last five years. Note,
US Census Bureau American Community
Survey 5-Year estimates can fluctuate year to
year and have a higher margin of error. The
key finding is that while a few commercial
buildings have been renovated or sites
completely redeveloped (e.g., The Shops Fifth
Avenue), there has been limited residential
activity. The adjacent figure depicts the age of
properties in Downtown versus the overall City
of Canyon.

In 2020, the median household income for
the City of Canyon residents was $56,469
versus $38,718 for Downtown area residents.
By 2025, both median household income and
average household income are projected
to increase by 5.0 percent. The household
income statistics do have a direct impact
on the types of retail and entertainment
options that will be attracted to this area
of Canyon. However, Downtown’s ability to
attract regional visitors in addition to Canyon
residents can mitigate lower income levels.
The limited amount of new Downtown
housing built over the past decade, combined
with lower income, indicates there has not
been sufficient demand to justify building new
Figure 1. Year Housing Structures Built as % of Total

Year

Downtown

City of
Canyon

Built 2014 or later

2.0%

2.1%

Built 2010 to 2013

0.0%

4.6%

Built 2000 to 2009

0.0%

Built 1990 to 1999

Figure 2. 2020 Income Characteristics

Downtown

City of
Canyon

Median Household
Income

$38,718

$56,496

9.0%

Average Household
Income

$51,504

$76,840

0.0%

8.7%

Per Capita Income

$22,526

$29,387

Built 1980 to 1989

8.5%

12.9%

Built 1970 to 1979

4.2%

22.8%

Built 1960 to 1969

10.8%

17.2%

Built 1950 to 1959

16.8%

9.2%

Built 1940 to 1949

2.5%

3.0%

Built 1939 or earlier

55.2%

10.4%

Source: US Census Bureau 2019: ACS 5-Year Estimates
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housing in this area. However, close proximity
to WTAMU could create smaller-scale infill
opportunities between Downtown and the
campus. The challenge going forward is to
generate demand for new and renovated
housing at a price residents can afford while
minimizing the financial risk to residential
developers. While Canyon is not going to
attract the dense multistory mixed-use
projects found in the urban core in larger
Texas cities, adding or renovating 10 to 20
residential units in the larger Downtown area
is achievable.
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EMPLOYMENT
Consistent with population trends,
employment at Downtown businesses has
grown slowly, but steadily over the past
decade. Since 2010, Downtown-based
business employment has expanded 12.5
percent. The majority of employment growth
occurred in the Retail Trade, Accommodation
and Food Services, and the Public Sector.
Total employment at businesses located in
the Downtown area is about 1,300 workers.
Employment statistics can be somewhat
misleading, however. A firm located in
Downtown might have satellite locations
and employees can be spread out within a
community, but all employees are counted
at the headquarters location (e.g., school
district central office). Within the nine-block
Downtown core, TXP estimates these firms
employ between 400 and 500 workers.

Figure 3. Jobs by NAICS Industry Sector (2018)

Sector

Downtown

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting

5

0.4%

39

0.6%

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction

0

0.0%

5

0.1%

Utilities

0

0.0%

3

0.0%

Construction

26

2.0%

121

1.8%

Manufacturing

13

1.0%

160

2.3%

Wholesale Trade

12

0.9%

51

0.7%

Retail Trade

49

3.8%

618

9.1%

Transportation and Warehousing

20

1.6%

45

0.7%

Information

2

0.2%

4

0.1%

134

10.5%

175

2.6%

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

6

0.5%

56

0.8%

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

67

5.2%

111

1.6%

Management of Companies and Enterprises

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

Administration & Support

32

2.5%

173

2.5%

Educational Services

0

0.0%

3,621

53.2%

Health Care and Social Assistance

77

6.0%

424

6.2%

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

17

1.3%

23

0.3%

Accommodation and Food Services

484

37.9%

807

11.8%

Other Services

35

2.7%

74

1.1%

Public Administration

298

23.3%

301

4.4%

1,277

100.0%

6,811

100.0%

Finance and Insurance

Total

City of Canyon

Source: U.S. Census Bureau OnTheMap LEHD
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Figure 4. Downtown Canyon Employment

Figure 5. Downtown Canyon Inflow/Outflow Job Counts (2018)

Workers

Count

Share

Employed in the Selection Area

1,277

100.0%

Employed in the Selection Area but Living Outside

1,198

97.1%

79

2.9%

Living in the Selection Area

535

100.0%

Living in the Selection Area but Employed Outside

456

85.2%

Living and Employed in the Selection Area

79

14.8%

Employed and Living in the Selection Area

Source: U.S. Census Bureau OnTheMap LEHD

Figure 6. Commuting Distance for Downtown Canyon Workers

Source: U.S. Census Bureau OnTheMap LEHD

What is positive for current and future retail and entertainment
opportunities in Downtown is that people are willing to commute to the
area. In 2018, 97.1 percent of workers commuted to Downtown to work
each day. Over 54.0 percent of these Downtown workers drove more
than 10 miles to get to their places of employment. In addition, there
appears to be enough appealing retail, dining, and special events (e.g.,
Christmas in Canyon) to entice families to return at night and on the
weekends.

Workers

Count

Share

Total All
Jobs

2,728

100.0%

Less than
10 miles

1,231

45.1%

10 to 24
miles

1,061

38.9%

25 to 50
miles

91

3.3%

Greater
than 50
miles

345

12.6%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
OnTheMap LEHD
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Less than 10 miles

25 to 50 miles

10 to 24 miles

Greater than 50 miles
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Overall, Downtown Canyon has a sustainable
mix of businesses. Census Tract 218.01
Block Group 2 is disproportionately high
in public sector and food services, but this
is not surprising given the size of Canyon
and 4th Avenue connecting the historic
Downtown core with WTAMU. The changes
to local laws related to alcohol sales in
2014 had a significant impact according
to Downtown stakeholders. Opportunities
exist to attract tenants to existing empty
spaces and redevelop underutilized sites to
the north of the Canyon Area Library. Since
many Downtown businesses are not open on
Sundays, this could limit Downtown’s ability to
attract out of town weekend visitors.
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DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
CHARACTERISTICS
For this assessment, a database of current
businesses located in Downtown was
acquired from Data Axle – a leading provider
of business and consumer data across the
United States and Canada. This dataset was
used to not only validate the U.S. Census data,
but it provides detailed information not found
for small areas in public datasets.
According to this dataset, there are about 70
private businesses and organizations located
in Downtown. Nearly 90 percent of the firms
would be classified as small businesses having
less than 10 employees. The physical footprint
of most historic buildings throughout small
towns in Texas limit the employment size of
the tenant leasing space.

While the businesses in Downtown are small,
it can be easier to lease the vacant spaces
when an establishment closes or moves
to another area of the city. As one thinks
about supply and demand forces impacting
Downtown spaces, there appears to be an
equilibrium. Each year about two to five new
businesses start in Downtown, likely filling
space previously occupied. While older historic
downtowns oftentimes have empty buildings
that are challenging and costly to rehabilitate,
the Downtown employment base remains
stable. The challenge for Downtown Canyon is
the heavy concentration of public sector uses
as well as limited entertainment and retail
activity that are open on Sunday.

Looking to the future, small businesses
– mostly retailers and restaurants – will
comprise the majority of businesses
Downtown. Improvements to sidewalks,
drainage, parking, and public restrooms were
identified by stakeholders as impediments to
growth. It is unlikely these small businesses
will be able to make these improvements
on their own. Therefore, the City will need
to take the lead on making these types of
improvements to support and enhance
Downtown.

Figure 7. Downtown Private Businesses by
Employment Range (2020)

Employment
Range

Number of
Firms

Percent
of Total

1-4

48

68.6%

5-9

14

20.0%

10-19

3

4.3%

20-49

2

2.9%

No Data

3

4.3%

Total

70

100.0%

Source: Data Axel
*This includes city and county departments counted
separately
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Figure 8. Downtown Canyon Estimated Year Private Business Started*

Downtown Canyon Estimated Year Business Started

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

2020

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2000

1999

1998

1996

1994

1990

1988

1986

1984

0

Source: Data Axel
*This includes city and county departments counted separately and older establishments are counted as starting
in 1984
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TOURISM
Visitor activity has historically played a crucial
role in the overall Canyon economy. Home
to the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum,
4th of July Celebration, and Christmas in
Downtown, Canyon is especially impacted by
arts and culture events and organizations.
Palo Duro Canyon State Park also draws over
330,000 visitors each year. In 2020, total direct
Canyon visitor spending was $30.4 million and
supported over 320 local jobs. As important,
out-of-town guests generated over $0.7 million
in local tax receipts. Similar to population
and employment trends, visitor activity also
appears to have leveled off. The roughly three
to six percent decline in 2020 numbers is likely
COVID-related. However, the ongoing efforts
to reimagine the musical TEXAS could help
spur new tourism activity. A boutique hotel
option in Downtown would also help capture
more activity related to Palo Duro Canyon
State Park.

Figure 9. Travel Activity in the City of Canyon

Year

Total Direct
Travel Spending

Total Direct
Earnings

Total Direct
Employment

Local Tax
Receipts

2006

$23,503,169

$4,539,448

280

$342,297

2007

$25,614,128

$4,839,931

290

$361,563

2008

$28,605,181

$4,987,211

290

$366,481

2009

$25,003,183

$5,691,665

330

$433,127

2010

$26,433,453

$5,396,577

300

$412,087

2011

$28,820,012

$5,470,992

290

$416,126

2012

$28,783,903

$5,543,746

280

$415,841

2013

$28,567,729

$5,620,350

280

$427,132

2014

$29,825,400

$6,100,202

290

$459,811

2015

$27,013,053

$6,450,492

310

$499,135

2016

$29,141,018

$7,397,206

350

$581,763

2017

$31,731,526

$7,455,438

360

$638,634

2018

$33,298,683

$7,550,100

360

$674,444

2019

$32,483,518

$7,974,640

360

$704,949

2020

$30,400,699

$7,714,828

320

$739,138

Source: State of Texas, Office of the Governor, Economic Development & Tourism
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While the sample size is small, information
reported by D. K. Shifflet & Associates for
the Texas Economic Development & Tourism
Division of the Governor’s Office highlights the
characteristics of visitors to the Amarillo MSA.
Note, visitors are defined as persons that stay
overnight away from home or travel more
than 50 miles one-way on a non-routine trip.
• Visitors are split evenly between instate
(52%) and non-Texas (48%)
• The average distance traveled is 328 miles
• Vacation travel is the reason 18.8 percent
of visitors go to the Amarillo MSA
• The average party size is 1.71 people
(adults and children)
• The average length of stay is 1.79 days
• The average person spends nearly $107.50
per person day on food, shopping, and
entertainment

Figure 10. Visitor Statistics to Regional Attractions

Attraction

Attendance

TEXAS Outdoor
Musical

46,712

Palo Duro Canyon
State Park

336,851

Panhandle-Plains
Historical Museum

56,000

July 4th Celebration

30,000

Canyon Chamber
Chow Down

6,000

Christmas in Canyon

5,000

Total

480,563

Source: Canyon Chamber of Commerce, TEXAS
Outdoor Musical, Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum

Nearly 500,000 visitors and attendees are
drawn to Palo Duro Canyon State Park,
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum, and
local cultural activities each year. This creates
a unique opportunity to leverage and build
a more vibrant and diverse tourism sector. A
challenge for Canyon overall and Downtown
is to generate enough activity to get day-trip
visitors to stay overnight. At this point, the
tourism statistics do not indicate there are
enough attractions to justify spending more
than one night.
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TAX REVENUE

Map 17. Sales Tax Permits in Downtown Canyon

The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts
provided aggregate data related to sales
tax generated by Downtown businesses.
Over the past few years, sales tax revenue
has increased faster in Downtown than the
overall city. Downtown is responsible for just
over 5.7 percent of total sales tax collections.
The success of local businesses such as
Palace Coffee Company, Sayakomarn’s, and
Thompson’s represent the diversity of thriving
Downtown businesses.
Figure 11. City of Canyon Sales Tax Revenue
Generated by Location

Downtown

City of
Canyon

2016

$144,350

$2,690,817

2017

$181,025

$2,840,337

2018

$219,736

$3,097,941

2019

$220,221

$3,165,636

2020

$207,021

$3,621,578

43.4%

34.6%

5-Year Change

Source: Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts
Scale: N.T.S.
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Since 2010, the taxable value of property
in Downtown has grown 32.5 percent, well
above the City of Canyon rate of 16.7 percent.
What is interesting is that over the past five
years, Canyon property values have increased
over two times faster than Downtown. This
is largely attributable to the number of new
single-family homes built over the past five
years. Property values are another indicator
used to measure supply and demand for
real estate. Note, the 27.4 percent difference
between the appraised value and taxable
value is attributable to the large number of
tax exempt properties in Downtown – public
sector and religious institutions.

Figure 12. Property Value Trends in Canyon

Downtown

City of Canyon

Appraised Value

Taxable Value

Appraised Value

Taxable Value

2010

$6,445,932

$5,267,912

$722,886,565

$540,715,139

2015

$6,823,164

$5,278,435

$899,709,606

$630,787,444

2020

$9,635,532

$6,991,631

$1,254,274,856

$970,802,647

5-Year
Change

41.2%

32.5%

24.5%

16.7%

10-Year
Change

49.5%

32.7%

73.5%

79.5%

Source: TXP, Potter Randall Appraisal District
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SHORT-TERM ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Downtown Canyon businesses have been
resilient over the past two years. Prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic, Downtown was growing
and attracting new shops and restaurants.
Going forward, Downtown will continue to
be significantly influenced by the overall
Amarillo regional economy. Randall County
is not projected to experience dramatic
population or employment growth over the
next decade. This creates challenges and
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opportunities to draw additional businesses,
residents, and tourists to the Downtown
area. Fortunately, Downtown’s stable daytime
employment, existing small businesses, and
well-attended events can be leveraged to
support new opportunities. Unlike a more
rapidly growing community, there is not an
immediate or obvious method to forecast
new residential or commercial growth for
Downtown. Opportunities will likely be smaller
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in scale such as infill and the redevelopment
of underutilized sites. The community will
have to proactively create demand for new
economic development projects in the
Downtown. The following pages identify key
issues or themes that have emerged for the
next five to 10 years in Downtown Canyon.

Focus on Retail, Restaurants,
and Entertainment Businesses
that also Appeal to Visitors from
Outside the Region
Canyon is a destination for regional
consumers from smaller towns such as
Hereford and Tulia. Downtown has always
relied on non-locals for a significant portion
of sales. To fill existing spaces and increase
business activity, Canyon will need to better
capture visitors who travel over 200 miles to
visit Palo Duro Canyon State Park and attract
Lubbock residents interested in a day trip.
While Canyon stakeholders want to protect
what makes the community unique, the city’s
size in terms of population does limit future
opportunities.

Expand the Definition of
“Downtown” to Extend to the
North and East
Future development opportunities within
the nine-block core of Downtown will
be limited. While there are a few sites
prime for redevelopment, the community
should consider expanding the geographic
boundaries of Downtown. This will be
especially important if tax increment financing
is implemented to pay for future projects.
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Physical Improvements are
Needed
Sidewalks, drainage, parking, traffic flow,
public bathrooms, and the courthouse were
all identified as impediments to long-term
growth. While these infrastructure and
mobility issues will not likely negatively impact
businesses in the short-term, they all limit
the upside potential of Downtown. The area
serves as both a gathering spot for locals and
a tax revenue generator for the community.
If tax increment financing is an appropriate
strategy, then growing the tax revenue
generated by this area has to be a primary
goal of the Plan.
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Leverage the Canyon Economic
Development Corporation’s
Financial Resources to Help
Redevelop Properties
Joe Taco and Palo Duro Canyon Outfitters
occupy spaces that are owned by the Canyon
Economic Development Corporation. Both
businesses have the opportunity to purchase
the buildings they occupy. If this occurs, the
buildings will go from nontaxable to taxable
– generating new property tax revenue for
Canyon. There is an opportunity to replicate
this model throughout Downtown. The
Canyon Economic Development Corporation
and the City of Canyon should actively pursue
more of these opportunities.

Conclusionary Remarks
The aforementioned strategies represent
both the opportunities and barriers to new
development in Downtown. In sum, Canyon
is going to have to strategically increase the
supply of entertainment, restaurant, and retail
opportunities to generate demand and new
tax revenue for the Downtown area. Without
these initiatives, Downtown will continue to
maintain, but not grow its existing level of
economic activity.
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CONCLUSION
The map on the next page shows the intersection of all of the elements that create potential catalyst locations in the study area. Catalyst locations
are areas that have the highest potential of being redeveloped and ultimately transform Downtown Canyon. These locations also have the highest
potential to have a positive impact on Downtown Canyon’s economy.
Downtown Canyon is a place full of potential. It is a valuable asset to the City of Canyon, the region, and the State. The study area analysis
described in this chapter culminates in the identification of potential development and reinvestment areas considered in the three categories
shown below.

1
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Redevelopment/Infill
Potential
These areas may have a potential
for demolition or more significant
or larger infill.

2

Reinvestment Potential
These areas are more appropriate
for smaller efforts to improve
existing structures/uses.

3

Unlikely for
Redevelopment or
Reinvestment in Near
Future
While these areas won’t likely
have a change in use, there may
be opportunities for smaller scale
improvements such as sidewalks,
parking lot landscaping, lighting,
and incentives to encourage
property owners to improve their
homes/buildings.
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Map 18. Conclusion Map

Study Area Boundary

Redevelopment/Infill Potential

Downtown Core

Reinvestment Potential

Scale: N.T.S.

Unlikely for Redevelopment/Reinvestment in
Near Future
Randall County Courthouse
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2

VISION &
GOALS

COMMUNITY INPUT
Great planning welcomes input from the
public and community stakeholders from
the beginning of the process. Community
involvement allows the plan to capture and
reflect local ideas and values, and create
a sense of ownership by the community.
This Downtown Plan included input from a
variety of engagement methods including
multiple Downtown Advisory Committee (DAC)
meetings, stakeholder interviews, community
open houses, and an online survey.
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DOWNTOWN ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The DAC was made up of 16 stakeholders
from various agencies, neighborhoods,
and local Canyon businesses. City staff also
attended the DAC meetings. A total of five
DAC meetings were facilitated in person or
virtually by the consultant team from Freese
and Nichols, Inc.
The DAC played a crucial role in representing
the community throughout this process
by helping to identify opportunities and
challenges and providing guidance on the
Plan’s vision, goals, and recommendations.
Highlights from an opportunities and
challenges brainstorming session are found
on the next page.
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DAC MEETING #1

Strengths & Opportunities • Challenges •
What’s Missing • Your One Thing

DOWNTOWN STRENGTHS
AND OPPORTUNITIES

1

Restaurants

2

Lodging

Restrooms

Entertainment/Music/
Events

Palo Duro Canyon

Courthouse

Parking Quality/Layout

Business Retention

Shade and Trees

Property Owner Buy-in
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Family Events

4
ONE THING FOR DOWNTOWN

Pet-Friendly

3
DOWNTOWN CHALLENGES

WHAT’S MISSING IN DOWNTOWN
52

Trees, Lights, Flowers

Panhandle
Plains Historical
Museum

Courthouse Lawn

Courthouse Use

Outdoor Dining

Entertainment/Music/
Events

Additional Trees

Conversion of Vacant
Lots into Productive
Spaces

ONLINE INPUT RESULTS
Overview
An online public survey was launched to
gather input from the community regarding
Downtown priorities, existing conditions in
the area, and opportunities for the future of
Downtown Canyon. The survey was completed
by 205 participants. It was promoted through
the City’s website, email blast, and social
media. The results are summarized on the
following pages.

Figure 13. How often do you come Downtown?

Figure 14. What days of the week do you come
Downtown?

Figure 15. Which of these describe you?
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Live elsewhere in
Canyon

Work elsewhere in
Canyon
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From outside of
Canyon

Live in downtown Work in downtown
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Why don’t you come Downtown more often?
• Limited business hours
• Need more family-friendly spaces and options
• Need more restaurant variety
• Inconsistent sidewalks
• Restaurants too expensive for a quick noon meal
• Parking
• Lack of shade
• Limited choices
• Not kid-friendly

Figure 16. What do you think the priorities should be for Downtown Canyon?

Lower to Higher Priority
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Figure 17. What design and appearance enhancements would you support?

Other:

160

• Facade improvements

140

• Use the courthouse for something

120

• More public seating and shaded areas
• Make the inside of the courthouse usable

100
80
60
40
20
0
Historical
preservation

More landscaping Increased public art Branded signage
and plantings
and wayfinding

Other

Figure 18. What improvements would you support in Downtown public spaces?

Other:

160
140

• Children’s area/playground

120

• Restoration of the business facades

100

• Use the inside of the courthouse

80
60
40
20
0
Add outdoor
seating

Add public
restrooms

Create space
for food
trucks

Add shade
structures

Create new Create spaces Add water
public
for outdoor
features
gathering
games
spaces

Other
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Figure 19. What pedestrian safety and comfort enhancements would you support?

Other:

120

• Improved handicap access and parking
closer to business entrances

100

• More trash cans and improved sidewalks

80

• Sidewalks smooth and accessible to
wheelchairs

60

• Better public restrooms

40
20
0
Additional
Improved
street trees traffic control
and shade

Additional
lighting

Improved
drainage

Wider
sidewalks

Additional
crosswalks

Other

Figure 20. What types of new development would you support in Downtown?

Other:

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

• Bar or place for concerts/festivals
• Art studios
• Fitness center
• Bike shop
• Kid-friendly entertainment
• Seasonal artisan markets
Restaurants
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More small Nightlife and Craft brewing
businesses entertainment

Texas High
Plains
wineries

Bed and
Mixed-use and Small scale
breakfasts
residential
multifamily
and lodging
lofts
(e.g., duplexes
and
townhomes)

Other
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Figure 21. Which of the following would improve your experience with businesses in Downtown?

160

Other:

140

• Improved handicap access and parking

120

• More retail other than restaurants

100

• Walkable between the square and other
business areas

80
60
40
20
0
Increased business
Extended
variety
operating hours
(Evenings and
weekends)

Increased parking

Higher quality
businesses

Higher quality
signage

Other

Figure 22. What entertainment and nightlife activities would you support in Downtown?

Other:

160
140

• Bars

120

• Less big production events and more
family friendly things

100

• Seasonal events

80

• Theatre

60
40
20
0

More events and
festivals

More family- More live music
friendly
entertainment

Increased
nightlife

Other
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Figure 23. What would you support to increase activity in Downtown?

Other:

180
160
140

• Connect with WTAMU an PanhandlePlains Museum

120

• More interesting shops to explore

100

• More student-oriented businesses/
activities

80
60
40
20
0
More events
and festivals

Craft brewing
and start-ups

Stronger
Art galleries and Hospitality and Marketing and
connection to
studios
lodging
advertising
Palo Duro
Canyon

Other

Figure 24. What transportation changes would you support in the Downtown area?

Other:

160
140

• More crosswalks

120

• Better signs for existing flow

100

• Access to/from the university is important

80
60
40
20
0
Reconfigure parking
around the
courthouse for
improved safety and
traffic flow
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Provide bicycle and
pedestrian
connectivity to the
university

Modify 4th Street to Change to one-way
improve pedestrian circulation around the
safety
square

Other
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If you could only change one thing in
Downtown, what would it be?

Figure 25. One Change in Downtown

• Use of the courthouse
• Better parking & traffic flow
• Extended business hours / better nightlife
• More diverse businesses
• Restaurants, wineries and breweries
• Improve accessibility
• Family-friendly activities
• More college friendly places

What enhancement would you like to see
to the courthouse?

Figure 26. Courthouse Enhancements

• Historical museum
• Hotel
• Restaurants
• Retail/commercial space
• Art gallery or space for arts
• Space for community events
• Public restroom
• More shade trees and outdoor seating
• Improved landscaping
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Map Exercise Results
Figure 27. Ideas and observations about building design

In addition to the traditional survey, an interactive online
input map was made available to the public. This allowed
participants to geographically indicate the location of issues
or ideas important to them by dragging a categorized pin
onto the map and leaving a comment. Participants were
also able to like or dislike existing comments. The following
categories were used for the comment pins:
• Building Design

• Safety

• Business and Use

• Other Ideas

• Public Space

Building Design Comment(s):
• Corner where the old movie theater sits is currently an
eyesore (25 likes)

Figure 28. Ideas and observations about business and uses

Business and Use Comment(s):
• Encourage property owners with vacant spaces to sell (18
likes, 6 dislikes)
• GoldStar Trust parking lots need to be for public use (6
likes, 3 dislikes)
• More retail on the square (8 likes, 6 dislikes)
• Something needs to be done about the courthouse (10
likes)
• Courthouse for local markets and shops (5 likes)
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Figure 29. Ideas and observations about public spaces

Public Space Comment(s):
• More outdoor spaces like a dog park (11 likes, 4 dislikes)
• Add shaded seating so groups can meet on the Square
(17 likes, 2 dislikes)

Figure 30. Ideas and observations about safety

Safety Comment(s):
• Improve roads in Downtown
• Around the Square:
»

Handicap accessible ramp for street parking (11 likes)

»

Fix the traffic pattern (18 likes, 1 dislike)

• 4th and 23rd: Intersection is not pedestrian or disabledfriendly (14 likes)
• 4th Avenue: Add turning lanes (8 likes)
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Figure 31. Other ideas

Other Idea Comment(s):
• Provide a thoroughfare for students into downtown (10
likes, 1 dislike)
• Ice skating rink during the holidays, food truck fiesta
weekend with live music (7 likes)
• Better building standards (7 likes, 2 dislikes)
• Add a bike shop in downtown (8 likes, 6 dislikes)
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COMMUNITY EVENT

A community event for the Downtown Plan
was held at the Canyon Area Library in
September 2021. The planning team set up a
variety of informational and interactive boards
to gather community input. Informational
boards helped to educate attendees about
the Downtown Plan process including the
analysis, public input received, vision and
goals, character areas, and the draft land use
plan. Interactive boards allowed participants
to comment on proposed circulation
modifications around the Square, conceptual
public and private realm projects throughout
the study area, and their urban design
preferences. Highlights from the community
response include:
• Support for the activation of the Randall
County Courthouse lawn with additional
trees and seating areas.
• Support for a public restroom facility in
Downtown Canyon.
• Confirmation that the proposed circulation
plan for the Square would improve traffic
and safety in the Downtown core.
• Support for the expansion of Downtown
along 15th Street north of 4th Avenue.
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RECURRING DOWNTOWN THEMES

Through the varying engagement methods, the community shared their priorities and vision for Downtown. When considered holistically, a series
of recurring themes are apparent.

Shade, Trees, and Outdoor Seating

Connectivity & Safety

They would like existing public spaces further enhanced
for improved user comfort and additional experiences.
This includes more shade and outdoor seating areas.

The community wants to be able to walk and bike to key
destinations Downtown, and feel safe while doing so. This
could be achieved by improvements to the pedestrian
environment like improving lighting, sidewalks, crosswalks,
and slowing vehicular traffic. Wayfinding signage could help
people better navigate Downtown.

Courthouse Enhancements & Use

Family-Oriented Businesses

There is a desire to improve traffic circulation around the
courthouse as well as find innovative ways to activate the
courthouse lawn.

The community wants additional family-oriented
entertainment in Downtown to help drive traffic to the area
and provide more multi-generational experiences.

Dining and Entertainment
The community wants more options for dining and
entertainment in Downtown. This could include
restaurants with outdoor seating and a theater.
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VISION
Results from the existing conditions analysis
and public engagement opportunities have
painted a clear picture of the community’s
hopes and wishes for Downtown Canyon.
The adjacent vision statement embodies
that collective aspiration and serves as the
foundation for moving forward.

Downtown Canyon is the center of the community. It is a
vibrant, exciting place for businesses, residents, students,
and visitors. Residents and visitors spend time here because
streets, businesses, and public spaces are safe and walkable.
Downtown Canyon, leveraging assets like the University
and Palo Duro Canyon, offers a unique blend of housing,
entertainment, shopping, restaurants, and gathering
spaces.
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GOALS
The following goals provide overall direction for Downtown Canyon to achieve the community’s direction, vision, and aspirations. The goals serve
as the ultimate basis for the Plan’s recommendations and implementation. They also provide a framework to evaluate changes, challenges,
opportunities, and issues that were not anticipated by this Plan, thus allowing it to function as a living document responsive to future needs.

» Leverage existing points of interest and daily destinations to attract and retain people in
Downtown.
» Improve pedestrian circulation, vehicular traffic, and parking around the Square and
throughout Downtown.
» Redefine and expand Downtown geographically and as the cultural center of the Texas
Panhandle.
» Attract and retain retail, restaurants, and entertainment businesses that also appeal to
visitors from outside the region.
» Leverage internal and external financial resources to help redevelop properties in Downtown.
» Canyon will coordinate all public sector activity and facilitate partnerships to best leverage
resources that help Downtown reach its full potential.
» Strengthen a hyper-local customer base through thoughtful mixed-use and infill residential
opportunities.
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3

MASTER
PLAN

LAND USE AND CHARACTER AREAS
Land use and character areas are used to
help define the general locations that are
appropriate for varying types and scales
of development and redevelopment in
Downtown Canyon. The defined areas are
intended to create flexibility to allow for
market-driven development, as long as
it furthers progress toward the vision for
the area. Future developments will require
cooperation with both public and private
entities and strategic partnerships may
be essential in implementing some of the
recommended improvements.
The designated land use and character areas
are intended to be a blueprint for the study
area and its interaction and integration

with the surrounding neighborhoods and
uses. It is important to note that the land
use information and maps within this Plan
are not zoning regulations or zoning district
boundaries. Rather, the information is
proposed to be used as a tool to guide future
infrastructure and development decisions in
the area.
The City’s 2018 Future Land Use Plan primarily
categorized of the study area into four future
land use areas: Downtown, Low Density
Residential, Retail/Light Commercial, and
Public/Semi-Public. The land use and character
areas illustrated on Map 19 are intended
to provide further guidance that takes into
consideration the community’s goals for the
future of Downtown.

Figure 32. Part of Canyon Future Land Use Plan (2018)
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LAND USE AND CHARACTER
CATEGORIES
The following pages illustrate the
recommended land use and character areas
within the study area and the general intent of
each.
The overall vision is to continue to focus on
high-quality, walkable development around
the Square to further emphasize this area
as the heart of Downtown. Development
along much of 4th Avenue and 15th Street
will create vehicular and pedestrian gateways
into the Square; these areas will create the
first impression for people approaching
the Square. Development along 23rd Street
and 15th Street north of the railroad tracks
will continue to have a greater emphasis on
vehicle-oriented uses and site configurations.
Existing neighborhood areas will largely
remain intact, with potential for adaptive
reuse of dwellings and small areas of higher
density residential units.

Map 19. Land Use and Character Plan

F

Study Area Boundary
Downtown Core
Downtown Core
Core Transition

Flexible Residential Neighborhood
Gateway Retail & Commercial
Public/Semi-Public
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DOWNTOWN CORE
This area acts as the heart of Downtown Canyon. It largely includes the uses directly fronting the Randall County Courthouse. The Downtown Core
should be walkable, welcoming, and provide an active storefront experience for people enjoying the area.
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Intended Uses

Nonresidential uses including mix of retail, commercial, restaurants, and entertainment uses. Upper floor
lodging or office space is appropriate in multi-story buildings.

Building Types

Primarily historic and renovated urban buildings with storefronts, as well as mixed-use buildings.

Building Scale and
Placement

Existing and new one- to three-story buildings aligned along public streets and sidewalks.

Build-to-Lines

0 to 15 feet. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry plazas, site
furnishings, and landscape areas.

Parking

On-street parallel and angled parking. Off-street parking should be located behind buildings.
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CORE TRANSITION
This area creates a transition between the non-residential uses focused in the Downtown Core and the residential uses concentrated in the
Flexible Residential Neighborhood area.
Intended Uses

Mix of neighborhood-scaled office, retail, restaurant, and commercial. Small-scale, medium-density attached
and detached residential.

Building Types

New or renovated urban or suburban building types that fit in the surrounding context. Mixed-use buildings
are appropriate and accessory dwelling units and garage apartments should be allowed.

Building Scale and
Placement

One- to three-story buildings aligned along public streets and sidewalks.

Build-to-Lines

0 to 25 feet. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry plazas, site
furnishings, landscape area, common yard, and stoop frontages.

Parking

On-street parallel and angled parking. Off-street parking should be located behind buildings whenever
possible.
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FLEXIBLE RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD
This area primarily includes existing residential neighborhoods within the study area. As Downtown continues to develop and evolve over time,
adaptive reuse projects may become more prevalent in these areas.
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Intended Uses

New and existing neighborhood uses including single-family detached, medium-density attached and detached
houses, and small-scale adaptive reuse.

Building Types

New and existing suburban-style dwellings. Accessory dwelling units and garage apartments should be allowed.

Building Scale and
Placement

One- to two-story buildings aligned along public streets and sidewalks.

Build-to-Lines

10 to 25 feet. Driveway access from the front or rear of the property.

Parking

On-street parallel or off-street driveway or alley parking. Alley access to parking is preferred where possible.
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GATEWAY RETAIL & COMMERCIAL
These areas include auto-oriented nonresidential used located along major roadways and towards the freeway.

Intended Uses

Variety of commercial, retail, restaurant, and lodging uses north of the railroad and along 23rd Street and 4th
Avenue.

Building Types

Mix of new and existing urban- and suburban-style nonresidential buildings.

Building Scale and
Placement

One-story buildings, with new buildings aligned along public streets and sidewalks.

Build-to-Lines

0 to 15 feet for buildings with parking behind the building. Up to 80 feet building setback with parking located
in front of building. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry plazas,
site furnishings, and landscape areas.

Parking

Parking lots generally located at the front of businesses.
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PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC
These areas include institutional or religious uses, such as City Hall, the Cole Community Center, and local churches. Public/semi-public uses are
often activity generators in downtowns as they draw regular resident and visitor traffic to the area.
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Intended Uses

Existing uses that are institutional or religious in nature, including existing parks.

Building Types

Existing buildings include uses such as City, Cole Community Center, Canyon Area Library, Randall County
Courthouse, WTAMU, and local churches. The only new public/semi-public use is a future Police Department.

Building Scale and
Placement

Existing and new one- to two-story buildings aligned along public streets and sidewalks.

Build-to-Lines

0 to 25 feet. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry plazas, site
furnishings, and landscape areas.

Parking

On-street parallel and angled parking. Public off-street parking located behind buildings when possible.
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DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN
The Downtown Canyon experience is currently
focused in the uses adjacent to the Randall
County Courthouse. This area includes a
variety of retail, restaurant, and office spaces.
The Downtown Master Plan (see Map 20 on
next page) seeks to enhance this area for
greater level of use, activity, and safety while
also expanding the footprint of Downtown to
adjacent blocks and north along 15th Street.
The Master Plan illustrates a variety of
projects in the public and private realm that
are intended to draw additional regular
use by residents and visitors. These include
improvements such as a public restroom,
commercial/mixed-use developments, and
new family-friendly gathering spaces. Notably,
the circulation around the Square is modified
to improve both vehicular and pedestrian
safety and comfort while navigating the area.
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Brick streets (or an alternative with similar
aesthetic) highlight the historic significance
of the Square and create a memorable sense
of place. Widened sidewalks with street trees
provide ample shaded space for walking,
window shopping, and outdoor seating.
Enhancements to Downtown cannot solely
rely on capital improvement projects. Rather,
the community must recognize market-based
opportunities that can be implemented
in the short-term. Both public and private
investments, projects, and partnerships will
be necessary to bring the Downtown vision
to fruition. Projects should be implemented
incrementally as the market warrants or as
funding becomes available.
It is understood that as the market embraces
the concepts illustrated on the Master Plan,
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small modifications will likely occur to their
programming and basic site approach.
However, the general concepts have
been devised to create a stronger draw to
Downtown, provide additional family-friendly
activity areas, improve connectivity to and
within the area, and create opportunities for
employment and community interaction. The
projects illustrated on the Master Plan are
described on the following pages.

Map 20. Downtown Master Plan

J

Public/Semi-Public Development

A

Public Restroom

Gateway Retail & Commercial
Development

B

Commercial/Retail Development

Downtown Core Development

C

Activate Courthouse Grounds

Core Transition Development

D Modify the Square

Existing Building
Downtown Core
New/Restored Brick Streets (Core)
New/Restored Brick Streets (Expanded)
On-Street Parking w/ Stamped Concrete
Buffer

I

Concrete Crosswalks
Improved Sidewalks and Landscape Area

G

E

Joint Use Parking

F

Commercial/Mixed Use Development

G

15th Street Core Transition Area

H Future Police Department
I

Neighborhood Park

J

Future Gateway Retail/Commercial
Development

Enhanced Pedestrian Paving
G

Decomposed Granite Paving
Street Trees

Scale: N.T.S.

F

H

G

G

G

E

F

D
C

B

A
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PUBLIC RESTROOM
Public restrooms are important in any public
space. Without free access to a restroom,
many people and families will quickly leave
when the need arises. In order to prolong the
time that people spend in Downtown, and
thus encourage greater support of Downtown
businesses and use of public gathering areas,
the City should install a public restroom on the
Square.
The proposed restroom is located at the
southwest corner of the intersection of 5th
Avenue and 16th Street. The restroom can be
a prefabricated structure, a custom option
constructed on site, or a facility incorporated
into the redevelopment of the adjacent
buildings (see next page). The building should
include at least two to three restrooms.
In order to accommodate the new restroom,
minor modifications to existing parking lot
along 16th Street will be required.

82
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COMMERCIAL/RETAIL DEVELOPMENT
There is a series of three buildings located
directly west of the proposed restroom
location. These buildings are currently fronted
by a wooden boardwalk and an inaccessible
balcony. Current tenants of these spaces
include the Canyon Chamber of Commerce
Visitor Center, TEXAS the musical, and a
vacancy. There is an opportunity to redevelop
these buildings to reflect the character of the
rest of the Square, provide additional spaces
for businesses that produce sales tax, and
improve accessibility along the sidewalk.

B

Moving forward, there is a continued need for
reuse and occupancy of the courthouse. The
existing visitor-focused uses in this location
would be appropriate as first floor tenants in
the courthouse at some point in the future.

B
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ACTIVATE COURTHOUSE GROUNDS
The area around the Square is largely devoid
of shaded seating and the seating that is
currently available is associated with specific
businesses. There is a strong community
desire for shaded, public outdoor seating
to create increased comfort during the hot
summer weather and a space where people
can simply enjoy the Square without needing
to commit to staying at a particular business.
A new tree grove with picnic tables or movable
furniture is recommended in the southwest
quadrant of the courthouse grounds. This area
will provide general public seating that can be
enjoyed by everyone.
Additionally, seatwall segments are located
at key locations along the sidewalks around
the courthouse. These seatwalls can be
designed using materials that complement the
courthouse. The walls will create additional
aesthetic appeal and provide informal
seating opportunities for people enjoying the
Square. The walls should be equipped with
design features to discourage skateboarding/
rollerblading, etc.

84
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C
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MODIFY THE SQUARE
As previously discussed, the Square is the
heart of Downtown Canyon. Limited sidewalk
widths, variable curb heights, and the heavily
trafficked 4th Avenue create obstacles to a
cohesive, walkable experience along all four
sides of the Square.
A variety of improvements are recommended
to enhance the safety, comfort, and
experience in the area. Reconfigured
parking and lane modifications on all sides
of the Square allow for widened sidewalks.
These wider sidewalks can provide space
for street trees in tree grates or paver
grates, outdoor dining areas, and ADA
accessibility improvements. The sidewalks are
recommended to remain as concrete while
the majority of the Square will have brick or
similar paving. Crosswalks of a contrasting
material will bring greater driver awareness to
pedestrian crossing locations.

D

Ground floor uses around the Square should
focus on businesses that encourage stopin traffic (e.g., restaurants, boutiques, book
stores). Uses such as lodging or offices are
appropriate for the upper floors of buildings
around the Square.
The Master Plan recommends reconfiguration
of streets and parking around the Square
to address the existing complicated
circulation. See the Transportation section
later in this chapter for further discussion of
recommended modifications.

D
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JOINT USE PARKING
The existing parking lot at the northwest
corner of the Square is currently intended
for patrons of the adjacent GoldStar Trust
Company. It is recommended that the City
explore opportunities to establish a jointuse parking agreement for the lot. Joint-use
parking areas are those that may be owned
by a private entity, but are made available for
public use through operating agreements.
Based on the property owner’s needs, the
joint-use agreement could be restricted to
after business hours, thus meeting the needs
of the owner while providing public parking
opportunities on nights and weekends.

E

This supplementary parking can help to
offset some parking that will be removed as a
result of circulation modifications around the
Square.
There may also be opportunities to improve
the aesthetics and functionality of the
lot through the installation of art and/
or wayfinding signage at the corner and
landscaping along the edges of the lot.

E

This lot is just one example location of jointuse parking potential in Downtown. This same
approach can also be applied elsewhere in the
area (e.g., local churches).
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COMMERCIAL/MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT
Many of the buildings on the north side of 4th
Avenue are either vacant or underdeveloped
considering their opportune location around
the Square. The Master Plan envisions a
redevelopment and restoration of the western
half of the block to create increased business
traffic and pedestrian draw.
Two new commercial/mixed-use buildings are
envisioned adjacent to a restored old theater/
event space. Outdoor seating is located
along the 4th Avenue sidewalk and a treelined central corridor that is reminiscent of
The Shops Fifth Avenue located on the south
side of the Square. The central corridor also
provides access to new parking spaces located
in the rear alley.
This development would create an active
street life in a well-traveled area, thus
encouraging people traveling along 4th
Avenue to stop and explore the Square.

F

F

F

F
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15TH STREET CORE TRANSITION AREA
15th Street acts as a northern gateway into Downtown Canyon. This
area has potential for adaptive reuse or new development between
the railroad and the Square to extend the interest of Downtown. Public
sector improvements include an enhanced streetscape, on-street
parking, and improved walkability.

G

New or adapted commercial/mixed-use buildings should extend the
historic character of Downtown and provide additional locations for
commercial, retail, restaurants, and office space. This area could also
see development of small-scale medium-density residences.

G

Developments between 4th and 2nd Avenues should have off-street
parking focused in the rear of the development in order to hold the
urban building edge along the sidewalks. Developments north of 2nd
Avenue will start to transition to a more auto-oriented setup and can
have off-street parking located at the front of the building.

G

G
G

G
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FUTURE POLICE DEPARTMENT

The block also provides opportunity for ample,
shaded on-street parking that can supplement
public parking in the area.

H
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H

17th Street

16th Street

15th Street

The City is planning for a new police station
in Downtown. The target location is the block
north of City Hall, east of the Canyon Area
Library, and northeast of the Cole Community
Center. When proceeding with the site
layout and building design, the City should
consider locating the primary building at the
intersection of 3rd Avenue and 16th Street to
hold the edge closest to the other adjacent
public facilities. A small courtyard could be
located at the corner. Off-street parking would
be most appropriate along 2nd Avenue and
17th Street.

NEIGHBORHOOD PARK
During the planning process, the community
expressed a desire for a recreation area in
Downtown. In response, a small neighborhood
park is envisioned at the northeast corner
of 15th Street and 2nd Avenue. This site is
within easy walking distance of the Square and
nearby residential areas to the east and west.

I

The park could include a variety of amenities
such as a shaded playscape, picnic area, loop
trail, and small off-leash dog area.

I
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FUTURE GATEWAY RETAIL/COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
The eastern block at the intersection of
15th Street and N. 3rd Avenue/U.S. Hwy. 60
is currently vacant. This area is at the very
northern extent of the study area and is
located east of a restaurant and the iconic Tex
Randall statue. Based on the location along
the highway, this site is appropriate for a
regional-focused commercial, retail, or lodging
development.

J

J
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TRANSPORTATION
While the Square is well-loved as the heart of
Downtown, it also creates a challenging user
experience for people walking or driving in
the area. Drivers frequently drive the wrong
way in one-way areas due to the unusual
configuration of driving lanes through the
parking lot surrounding the courthouse.
Pedestrians can feel nervous crossing the
street in many areas due to uncertainty
about how drivers are going to navigate the
area. The sidewalks also have some ADA
accessibility challenges that can only be
addressed through widening the pedestrian
space.
Creating a more streamlined circulation
pattern that minimizes the chances for
driver confusion will improve the experience
for both pedestrians and vehicles. The
revised circulation pattern will also create
the opportunity to address some of the
accessibility challenges.

94
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THE SQUARE
Each side of the Square is proposed to have
modified lanes and parking configuration.
4th Avenue will remain two-way, but will be
reduced from four to three lanes and provide
buffered on-street parking on the north side
of the street.
South of the 4th Avenue, the modified
circulation will follow a one-way,
counterclockwise pattern as described below.
Pavement markings and street signage at
the corners of the Square will help drivers
navigate the one-way circulation.

15th Street
• One-way leading south between 4th and
5th Avenues
• Parallel parking along the western edge
and an expanded sidewalk width

5th Avenue
• One-way leading east between 15th and
16th Streets
• Parallel parking along the southern edge
and an expanded sidewalk width

16th Street
• One-way leading north between 5th and
4th Avenues
• Parallel parking along eastern edge and an
expanded sidewalk width
The west, south, and east sides of the Square
will have mid-block two-way entrances
providing access to the parking lot around the
courthouse. This parking area will also follow a
one-way, counterclockwise traffic pattern.
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PRIMARY STREET SECTIONS
4th Avenue
The Amarillo Area in Motion Regional Mobility
Plan envisioned 4th Avenue with a reduced
lane width from four to three lanes. This
Master Plan carries that idea forward, with
some recommended modifications to the
materials and parking. This Plan recommends
the three lane configuration of 4th Avenue
between 14th and 22nd Streets. 4th Avenue
should transition back to a wider road at the
23rd Street intersection. Buffered parallel
parking spaces (11-foot wide) incorporate
a 3-foot stamped concrete buffer area.
This will help provide greater comfort and
safety for people exiting their vehicles.
The stamped concrete will carry the brick

aesthetic down 4th Avenue without the
full cost of incorporating brick. Widened
sidewalks with bump outs will further protect
on-street parking and provide ample space
for pedestrian traffic, street trees, enhanced
pedestrian lighting with historic character, and
furnishings as appropriate.

Size

Material

A

Sidewalk with street
trees

10 ft.*

Concrete

B

Buffered on-street
parking

11 ft.

Stamped
concrete
buffer

C

Drive lane

12 ft.

Concrete or
asphalt

D

Turn lane

14 ft.

Concrete or
asphalt

* Dimensions vary between 15th and 16th Streets

Figure 33. 4th Avenue
Section
96

Element
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15th Street South of 2nd Avenue
The 15th Street street section between 4th
Avenue and 2nd Avenue includes some
modifications from existing conditions.
Brick or similar alternative travel lanes are
reduced to 12-feet wide to allow right-of-way
reconfiguration for additional parking and
pedestrian space. Angled parking is included
on both sides of the street adjacent to a 10foot wide sidewalk. Similar to 4th Avenue,
bump outs protect on-street parking and wide
sidewalks provide greater walkability and
comfort for pedestrians. Street furnishings
and lighting should match the decorative

lighting selected for 4th Avenue and the
Square. Off-street parking associated with
development in this area should be located
behind the building, to maximum extent
possible.

Figure 34. 15th Street South of 2nd Avenue Section
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Element

Size

Material

A

Sidewalk with street
trees

10 ft.

Concrete

B

Angled on-street
parking

18 ft.

Concrete or
asphalt

C

Drive lane

12 ft.

Brick or
similar
alternative

15th Street North of 2nd Avenue
The configuration of the 15th Street rightof-way changes once north of 2nd Avenue.
This area is starting to shift towards more
auto-oriented uses, so the location of parking
is modified. Off-street parking in this area is
appropriate in front of buildings, so on-street
parking is no longer provided. Drive lanes are
increased to 15-feet wide. A 10-foot shared
use path extends along both sides of the
street and sits adjacent to a 10-foot planting
area that buffers the shared use path from
adjacent development.

The block of 15th Street between 2nd Avenue
and the railroad should remain brick or
a similar alternative and incorporate the
decorative pedestrian lighting used south of
2nd Avenue. Once north of the railroad, street
paving should return to Canyon’s standard
roadway pavement and lighting can shift
to standard cobra heads or less decorative
architectural poles and luminaires.

Element

Size

Material

A

Planting area

10 ft.

B

Shared use path

10 ft.

Concrete

C

Drive lane

15 ft.

Brick or
similar
alternative
south of
railroad;
concrete
or asphalt
north of
railroad

Figure 35. 15th Street North of
2nd Avenue Section
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BRANDING & URBAN DESIGN
District branding strategies consist of organized design elements used to create a cohesive pedestrian experience and a positive image to
remain in visitors’ memories. Branding can include elements such as distinctive materials or colors, a cohesive signage program, consistent site
furnishings, and a series of special places around the area. The following pages describe strategies and locations for various branding and urban
design improvements in Downtown Canyon.
The City should develop comprehensive urban design guidelines for the study area as part of the first streetscape implementation project.

100
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BRICK STREETS
Brick streets are found in various areas throughout Canyon, including
along 15th Street, 5th Avenue, and 16th Street around the Square.
Some areas remain in good condition, some have been repaired
over the years, and others have been paved over. Research and
communication with the City’s local historian indicates the brick streets
were installed around the courthouse square and surrounding blocks
in the 1920s. Over time, these historic brick streets have become
embedded into the fabric of the local community and identity of the
City itself. The longevity of the brick streets provides identifiable beauty,
history, and visual representation to the local community, as well as
attests to their economic value over time.

Figure 36. Brick Streets Area
Priority Brick Streets
Potential Expanded Brick Streets

In an effort to embrace and preserve this point of community pride, it
is recommended that the City restore the historic brick streets using
historic brick surface materials in and around the courthouse square.
It is recommended that the City collaborate with local historians, Main
Street personnel, and the Texas Historical Commission to develop
a Brick Streets Plan to finalize priorities and strategies to preserve
these historic resources. This Downtown Master Plan recommends
the consideration of the areas rendered as brick streets within the
black box on Figure 36 as top priority. To further extend this character
through the expanded Downtown area, the recommended next priority
for brick streets are highlighted in red on Figure 36.
As priorities and costs are further analyzed, consideration can be given
to alternative materials such as new brick or concrete stamped in a
similar brick pattern with color dyes integral to the cement mixture.
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WAYFINDING
Strategically placed wayfinding signage
plays an important role in the experience of
pedestrians and motorists exploring a city and
downtown. A wayfinding program for Canyon
should include signage to direct people to
and within Downtown, with directions to
key Downtown destinations such as public
parking, Randall County Courthouse, Canyon
Area Library, Neblett Park, etc.

Figure 37. Canyon Wayfinding Locations

Signage should also direct people to other
destinations within Canyon and in the region
such as Canyon Aqua Park, WTAMU, and Palo
Duro Canyon.
Wayfinding signage should be considered as
part of the overall urban design guidelines
to ensure that sign materials and aesthetic
complement the overall Downtown branding
strategy.
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PUBLIC SPACES

Image source: Mainstreetlighting.com

The design of elements seen and experienced
in public spaces such as along streetscapes,
within parks, and other public gathering
spaces, creates a lasting impression on people
who visit an area. The use of a distinctive
color or style can set the tone for how people
remember their experience. Design decisions
impact whether an area feels welcoming,
celebrates its history, and encourages
people to stay. When selecting lighting, site
furnishings, plantings, and public art, the City
should consider the experience it is trying to
create for residents and visitors.

Lighting and Site Furnishings
Lighting and site furnishings should be
attractive, durable, and made of vandalresistant materials. The heat conductivity of
materials should be carefully considered when
selecting benches, tables, and other surfaces
that people will touch during the sunny
summers in Canyon.
A complementary family of furnishings
including benches, tables, litter receptacles,
light poles and luminaires, and planters
should be chosen during development of
the Downtown urban design guidelines. It
is recommended that the styles selected for
use around the Square, the adjacent blocks,
and along 4th Avenue and 15th Street to
the railroad, reflect a decorative, historic
character. Furnishings and lighting along 15th
Street north of the railroad can use a less
decorative option as the development style in
this area will be different.
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Landscape
Providing enhanced landscaping along streets
and in public spaces will help to soften the
aesthetic of the area. The plant palette should
include native and water-efficient species. Street
trees should be selected for disease resistance,
potential to provide shade, and a deep rooting
structure so as to minimize the impact of
roots on the sidewalk surface. Ideally, street
trees should include a few different species
to minimize impact during the unfortunate
circumstance of a pest impacting a particular
species.
In areas with irrigation (e.g., near the
courthouse or in an extended planting bed),
a combination of trees, shrubs, ornamental
grasses, and perennials can be used. In
areas with less planting space or further
away from irrigation (e.g., standalone bump
outs) a more simple planting of a street tree
with decomposed granite ground cover is
appropriate. The use of planters with enhanced
annual plantings should be focused in hightraffic pedestrian areas such as directly around
the Square.

Public Art
Incorporating public art elements around
Downtown can help to create lasting memories
for people exploring the area as well as provide
opportunities to celebrate local history, culture,
and artists. The City should consider strategic
placement of murals, sculpture, and other
public art elements around Downtown. These
can include permanent installations as well as
exhibits that change on a regular basis.
M a st er Pla n | C HA PT E R T HR E E
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4

IMPLEMENTATION

ACTION PLAN
The action plan is broken down into four
key initiative categories. Recommended
actions include pushing forward the projects
illustrated on the Master Plan as well as other
actions that will help to propel Downtown
towards the community’s desired vision for
the future. These initiatives are not mutually
exclusive and should be viewed as a combined
strategy to achieve the desired outcome in
Canyon. The four initiative categories include:
• Built environment actions
• Operational and programming actions
• Policy and regulatory actions
• Economic development and finance
actions (included in Implementation
Strategies section)

108

The action plan for each initiative category
includes the recommended action, the
project(s) it supports, time frame in which
the project is recommended to be initiated
(with the understanding that some of these
projects may take months and even years
to be fully implemented), key supporting
entities, and a planning level estimated project
budget. The City will need to further develop
project designs in order to determine more
accurate cost estimates to coordinate with
funding sources. Many of the recommended
actions will be funded and implemented as
a joint effort between the City and private
developers. Actions are not listed in a
prioritized order.
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This plan represents a long-term strategic
vision and series of actions supporting
Downtown Canyon for the next 10+ years.
During that time, Canyon will undoubtedly
experience variations in financial resources,
staffing, and other community-wide priorities.
Investing in Downtown revitalization
supports all of these circumstances, as data
indicates a 32.56:1 Reinvestment Ratio1 for all
1 Reinvestment Ratio measures the amount of new
investment that occurs, on average, for every dollar
a participating community spends to support the
operation of its Main Street program, based on median
annual program costs reported to the National Main
Street Center by its coordinating programs. This
number is not cumulative and represent investment
and organization budgets from January 1, 2016, to
December 31, 2016.

communities nationally participating in the
Main Street program.2 In short, investing public
funds in Downtown improves Canyon’s fiscal
position, freeing resources to support other
community priorities.
This Plan contains dozens of actions, often
with multiple steps. While each serve to
further the vision and goals established in this
Plan, it can seem overwhelming. As a result,
10 of the most transformational projects and
10 “easy wins” have been identified as key to
creating momentum. These are important,
as the transformational projects may take
multiple years to get through design, funding
and begin construction. It is important to
note that one critical action began and was
completed while this plan was in progress—
the establishment of a Tax Increment
Reinvestment Zone for Downtown.
There is not a correlation between cost of a
project and its impact—often the lowest cost
efforts can make monumental differences.
Some of these listed projects serve to make
the remaining projects easier. Even for costly
projects there are often interim actions that
can test concepts or achieve partial goals while
preparing for the larger investment.

10 “Easy Wins”


Create Strong Visual Message of
Openness (OP-11)



Custom Pole Banners (BE-21)



Create Public and Mural Arts
Program (OP-14)



Downtown WiFi (BE-18)



Public Restroom (BE-1)



Activate the Courthouse Lawn (BE-2)



Create Pop-Up Storefronts and
Business Mentoring (OP-10)



Interim Pedestrian Improvement
Program (PR-1)



Joint Use Parking (PR-3)

•

Establish/Strengthen Monthly
Activation (OP-13)

2 Main Street America, MainStreet.org
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1

Transformative Projects
BE‐1
Public Restroom
Also a momentum building project

110

Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints
Design
Construction

Public WiFi Within and Around Square
Also a momentum building project

Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints
Design
Construction

BE‐3

15th Street Neighborhood Park

Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints; Program Definition
Schematic Design
Final Design
Construction

BE‐2

Courthouse Lawn Activation

Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints; Program Definition
Schematic Design
Final Design
Construction

BE‐4

4th Avenue Streetscape (14th ‐ 17th)

Preliminary Engineering Report
Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints/Permits
Schematic Design
Final Design
Construction

BE‐5

4th Avenue Streetscape (17th ‐ 23rd)

BE‐6

Square Streetscape and Improvements

BE‐7

Square Expanded Streetscape

BE‐9

North 15th Street Streetscape
Consider in conjunction with BE‐6, BE‐4, BE‐5

BE‐8

Downtown Storm Sewer
Prepare in conjunction with BE‐6, BE‐4, BE‐5

Consider Combining PER, Acquisition, Design

Consider Combining PER,
Acquisition, Design

BE‐18

Preliminary Engineering Report
Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints/Permits
Schematic Design
Final Design
Construction
Preliminary Engineering Report
Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints/Permits
Schematic Design
Final Design
Construction
Preliminary Engineering Report
Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints/Permits
Schematic Design
Final Design
Construction
Preliminary Engineering Report
Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints/Permits
Schematic Design
Final Design
Construction
Preliminary Engineering Report
Acquisition/Feasibility/Constraints/Permits
Schematic Design
Final Design
Construction
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2

3

Implementation Year
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT ACTIONS
Many of Downtown Canyon’s memorable features and challenge areas are associated with the built environment. Improvements to these areas
will provide the most obvious impact on Downtown users. It is therefore important that the City prioritize public improvements and encourage
private investment that enhances the built environment in Downtown. Through the following actions, the City can create a lively Downtown district
with improved pedestrian and vehicular experiences and encourage the development of additional high-quality, family friendly spaces.
Figure 38. Built Environment Actions

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

BE-1

Construct a Public Restroom
Design and install public restrooms in Downtown to
encourage people to extend their visits, especially families
with young children for whom a nearby restroom is
essential. The recommended location is at the corner of
5th Avenue and 16th Street. Given the location, the design
should seamlessly blend with the prevalent storefront
designs through architectural treatment and signage.

A, B, C, D,
F, G



$185,000 $305,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD

BE-2

Activate the Courthouse Lawn
Design and install a shaded public gathering area on the
courthouse lawn. This space should include a tree grove,
accessible and permeable surfacing, and picnic tables
or movable furniture. Also install seat walls in strategic
locations around the courthouse lawn to create additional
accessible public seating options.

B, C, D,
F, G



$145,000 $385,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD, RC

BE-3

Construct 15th Street Neighborhood Park
Pursue acquisition of the designated parcels along 15th
Street. Following acquisition, design and install a small
neighborhood park with family friendly amenities such as
shaded playground, picnic amenities, off-leash dog area,
and walking trail.

G, I, J

$360,000 $730,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
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EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library



PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

BE-4

Construct 4th Avenue Streetscape and Improvements
(14th – 17th)
Design and construct the 4th Avenue streetscape between
14th and 17th Streets to address accessibility and safety
issues, improve the pedestrian experience, and improve
on-street parking. Consideration should be given to varying
brick and stamped concrete design options.

A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H

BE-5

Construct 4th Avenue Streetscape and Improvements
(17th – 23rd)
Design and construct the 4th Avenue streetscape between
17th and 23rd Streets to address accessibility and safety
issues, improve the pedestrian experience, and improve
on-street parking.

A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H

BE-6

Construct Square Streetscape and Improvements
Design and construct the streetscape and circulation
improvements around the Square to address accessibility,
safety, and drainage issues; improve the pedestrian and
motorist experience; and provide modified parking options.
This area includes the priority brick streets highlighted in
Figure 36 on page 101. The City should consider a variety
brick and stamped concrete design options to determine
the best, feasible strategy to preserve and celebrate
Canyon’s history.

ALL

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+







PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

$2,155,000 $2,795,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD

$3,690,000 $4,560,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD

$6,010,000 $9,385,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD, RC

PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

BE-7

Construct Expanded Square Streetscape and
Improvements
Design and construct the streetscape and circulation
improvements around the Square to address accessibility,
safety, and drainage issues; improve the pedestrian and
motorist experience; and provide modified parking options.
This area includes the potential expanded brick streets
highlighted in Figure 36 on page 101. The City should
consider a variety brick and stamped concrete design
options to determine the best, feasible strategy to preserve
and celebrate Canyon’s history.

ALL

BE-8

Downtown Storm Sewer Improvements
Design and install storm sewer improvements to eliminate
drainage issues and standing water at the intersections
around the Square. This includes a main storm sewer
collection line that runs along 4th Street from 14th Street
to 17th Street and then south to 6th street. The storm
sewer lines will collect runoff around the Square and tie
back into the main line on 4th Street. This project should
be evaluated for potential alternative designs as well as to
determine whether the nuissance of the issue rises to a
level of requiring action.

ALL

BE-9

Construct North 15th Street Streetscape and
Improvements
Design and construct the 15th Street streetscape between
the railroad and U.S. Hwy 60 to create a northern gateway
to Downtown, address accessibility and safety issues, and
improve the pedestrian experience.

G, I, J

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
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EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+







PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

$7,305,000 $10,170,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD

$2,745,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD

$1,360,000 $1,600,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD

PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

BE-10

Develop a Brick Streets Plan and Ordinance
Collaborate with local historians, Main Street personnel,
and the Texas Historical Commission to develop a Brick
Streets Plan to preserve these historic resources. This
plan would be created for the purpose of prioritizing
preservation of the best brick streets in the City. It is
recommended to include a map of the existing brick
streets, a methodology, background information, street
priority list, specific recommendations to preserve the
City’s brick streets, a brick street repair and maintenance
policy, and a brick street reconstruction policy. The end
goal would be to create a comprehensive Brick Streets Plan
that would be used to adopt a brick street ordinance by the
City Council. Much of the plan content can be developed
by a citizen committee, with support from a city engineer
to assist with condition assessments, data measurements,
and similar technical assistance.

ALL



Depends
on whether
consulting
assistance is
needed

EDMS,
PW, PR,
PD, CMO,
WTAMU

BE-11

Draft Urban Design Guidelines
Create urban design guidelines to facilitate consistent
streetscape design and incremental enhancements
to public spaces. Guidelines should designate design
standards for elements such as street furniture, lights,
planting palette, and typical sidewalk treatments. Primary
and secondary streetscape corridors should include tiered
levels of enhancement and investment, with primary
corridors having the highest level and secondary corridors
having a stepped-down level of improvements. Conceptual
approaches are contained in this plan, and the first
streetscape or public space project (BE-2 – BE-9) should
include establishment of these guidelines.

ALL



Include with
first streetscape
or public space
project (negligible
budget impact)

EDMS, PW,
PR, PD

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

BE-12

Brand a Downtown Visitor’s Center
Enhance the existing EDC office to create a strong retail
storefront presence as an inviting visitor’s center. A strong
visitor’s center in the heart of Downtown helps to draw
people into the sense of place in Downtown as a hub to
begin their exploration of Canyon. This could include popup retail (OP-10), depending on configuration. Clear, eyecatching signage should accompany the improvements,
such as a prominent blade sign projecting from the
building. Alternatively or in addition, brand the Chamber of
Commerce in this manner.

BE-13

BE-14

1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

A, B, C,
F, G



Variable
depending
on approach,
program and
design; anticipate
$25,000 - $50,000

EDMS, CMO,
PW, PD

Enhance the Canyon Area Library
Design and construct improvements to the exterior
spaces at Canyon Area Library to provide more activation
and celebrate the library as a high activity generator.
Exterior improvements could include a public art garden;
shaded, movable seating such as a reading garden;
and an additional library sign, among other things.
This development will also engage adjacent retail, thus
extending the core of Downtown.

A, B, C, F,
G, H, I, J



$25,000 - $100,000

EDMS, PW,
PD, CMO, L

Create Active Facades for Cole Community Center
The community center functions as a community gathering
place but is limited to primarily indoor use. Covered patios
or trellises/arbors are recommended along the north
and east facade, creating space for outdoor receptions
and bringing activity outside. This increases capacity
at low-cost, provides alternative spaces for different
event atmospheres, and creates opportunities for the
architecture to be more engaging with the surrounding
downtown. This should be done in conjunction with or
following streetscape improvements to 3rd Avenue, which
will shift the parking to allow for these improvements on
the north facade.

A, B, C, F,
G, H, I, J



Variable
depending on
method

EDMS, PW,
PD, CMO

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
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Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

BE-15

Develop a Holiday Lighting Package
The holiday season beginning at Thanksgiving and ending
after New Year’s Day is often one of the strongest seasons
for downtown businesses. Canyon could become a “holiday
hub” for the region, as great light display experiences
attract area tourism. This extends the impact of the
Parade of Lights throughout the holiday season. Consider
a seasonal light installation along cornices of buildings
around the Square and on the courthouse, with the
courthouse being well-suited for light drapes. Consider
lights on the trees and tree trunks, along with additional
light displays throughout the Square, light drapes from
the water tower, and similar efforts to create a unique
experience. This effort can be done incrementally.

ALL



$10,000 - $50,000

EDMS, PW,
PR, RC, CA

BE-16

Install Communal Grease Traps and Waste Collection
Establish locations and install communal grease traps
to remove a potential barrier to restaurant growth in
Downtown. Establish locations and install communal waste
collection to reduce clutter and reduce illegal dumping
potential. This effort can beautify through screening, allow
more public use of alleys, and provide essential services to
Downtown businesses in a cost-effective manner.

A, B, D,
F, G



<$10,000 ea.

EDMS, PD,
PW

BE-17

Verify and Advertise Broadband Connectivity
Research indicates at least one internet provider in Canyon
is able to provide 1 Gig internet speeds. This should be
verified within the Downtown area as well as citywide and
featured in targeted recruitment of remote workers and
businesses.

ALL



N/A, But Staff
Resources
Required

EDMS, CMO,
PW

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library



Variable if
improvements
are needed to
achieve equitable
service throughout
Canyon

PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

BE-18

Establish Public WiFi Within and Around the Square
Create a public WiFi mesh within the Downtown core
and public spaces within the study area to allow for daily
activation by Downtown workers, remote workers, and
equitable technology access. This also allows workers from
elsewhere to use Downtown’s public spaces periodically as
an alternative work location.

BE-19

Install Accent Lighting at Public Buildings
Add accent lighting to public buildings in the study area,
including City Hall, Canyon Area Library, and others to
increase evening ambiance. This can naturally pair with
public art programs, and iconic public infrastructure
such as the Downtown water tower present unique
opportunities. Support similar efforts for other entities
such as religious buildings, WTAMU, and cultural
institutions.

ALL

BE-20

Create a Wayfinding Program
Develop and install uniquely branded wayfinding signage,
at both a vehicular and pedestrian scale, to direct people
to and within Downtown. Vehicular signage should target
key gateways, such as 4th Avenue at I-27 (targeting visitors
to/from Palo Duro Canyon State Park and visitors from the
South), U.S. 67 and 23rd Street/U.S. 87 (targeting visitors
from the North). Vehicular signage should also direct to
other popular destinations like Canyon Aqua Park, WTAMU,
Southeast Canyon Park, agritourism destinations (e.g.,
honey farm), the public library, and similar locations. Part
of this effort should include the design and installation of
public parking signage for public lots and lots with shareduse agreements/partnerships.

ALL

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
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A, B, C, D,
F, G

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+







PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

<$25,000

EDMS,
CMO, PW,
PR

<$25,000 per
installation

EDMS, PW,
PR, L, CMO

$50,000

EDMS, PW

PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University

Ref. #

BE-21

Action Items

Related
Project

Commission Custom Pole Banners
While cities can purchase standard banners for utilities
poles, often reflecting particular seasons, some have found
custom-designed banners with entirely unique content are
affordably available. The City should commission custom
pole banners using local artists/designs, emphasizing
Canyon’s history, geography, arts, and culture.

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

ALL

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+



PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation

Implemen t a t ion | C HA PT E R FOU R

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

<$10,000 for
multiple sets

EDMS, PW,
PR

PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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OPERATIONAL & PROGRAMMING ACTIONS
Successful implementation of the vision for Downtown will require dedicated staffing, coordination between many entities, targeted branding
and marketing to promote the area, and expansion of programming. The following operational and programming actions are recommended to
support implementation and gradually increase the interest and activity in Downtown Canyon.

Figure 39. Operational & Programming Actions

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

OP-1

Increase Downtown Staffing Resources
Consistent with other direction in this Plan regarding
partnerships, the City can augment its staff with an
economic development and main street internship system
working with WTAMU. This should support business
management, marketing, events, communication,
communication design, entrepreneurship, and economics.
The program would provide support to the EDC, and
provide meaningful, unique experience for students.

ALL
(Capacity
Building)





<$15,000 annually
for a six-month
intern

EDMS, CMO,
WTAMU

OP-2

Construct a Robust Volunteer Network
Build out a robust volunteer network for Downtown
Canyon, using the Main Street Approach. This will allow
some tasks to be divided between volunteers rather than
relying entirely on staff support to accomplish goals. For
long-term volunteers, develop succession plans to avoid
burnout and ensure sustainability.

ALL
(Capacity
Building)





N/A, but staff
resources
required

EDMS

OP-3

Develop a Downtown Canyon Brand
Develop a unique brand for Downtown Canyon. This
should include a district name, logo, and tag line that
conveys activity – that Downtown is the place to be while
avoiding cliché branding. Consider building a product line,
including items for sale (e.g., t-shirts, hats, frisbees), to
promote tourism, retail, and employment Downtown. The
courthouse profile presents strong branding potential.

ALL
(Messaging)





<$10,000, more
depending on
merchandising
efforts

EDMS, CMO

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
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EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

OP-4

Strengthen Downtown’s Website and Social Media
Presence
The Canyon Main Street Program currently operates
www.canyonmainstreet.org. It should be enhanced with
more information about Downtown-specific events and
a promotions calendar featuring Main Street events,
other Downtown events, business events like live music,
and special sales/promotions. This makes it a dynamic
resource. These efforts should crossover with the social
media presence for both Downtown and the City with
cross-promotion. Increase the imagery shown in both
platforms from events. Seek social media content to
promote interaction—historic photos are particularly
effective, as are short videos.

ALL
(Messaging)





N/A, but staff
resources
required

EDMS

OP-5

Collaborate with Higher Education
Collaborate with local higher education facilities
(e.g., business support/education, intern programs,
entrepreneurship-focused degrees) to identify
opportunities to support Downtown, support academic
efforts, and support opportunities for students.
WTAMU may also have expertise to assist with other
recommendations, such as historic resources surveys.
Beyond academic efforts, WTAMU should be targeted to
emphasize Downtown Canyon as welcoming to them.
Student- and faculty-targeted programs are encouraged.
Explore shifting the homecoming parade to Downtown.

ALL
(Capacity
Building)





N/A, but staff
resources
required

EDMS,
WTAMU

OP-6

Increase Promotion of Downtown
Develop two new promotion strategies annually,
evaluating past strategies to continue successful
promotions and discontinuing less successful ones. Palo
Duro Canyon State Park is a particularly rich opportunity,
as are Amarillo and Lubbock. A reach effort would target
the Interstate 40 corridor (greater Amarillo transportation
market).

ALL
(Messaging)





Variable

EDMS

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

OP-7

Draft a Downtown Action Plan
Develop and publish an annual Downtown action plan,
with actions listed in this plan (and steps towards those
actions) and outcome metrics. Publish status updates
regularly.

OP-8

Develop Regular Business Outreach, Enrichment, and
Networking
Establish regular downtown business meetings and
consider inviting people thinking about opening
businesses in Downtown so they can develop relationships
and resources. This could include creation of a Downtown
business association as a separate entity, or potentially as
a subgroup within another organization like the Chamber
of Commerce.

OP-9

ALL
Engage Local Schools
(Messaging)
Consider partnerships with Canyon’s high school
programs to expose students to free enterprise and
entrepreneurship, such as interest-matching for jobs
and internships with enrichment that allows them to
understand what it takes to run a business. Use schools as
an opportunity to expose residents, especially those new
to Canyon, to Downtown businesses. An example might
include providing products for local school/extracurricular
fundraisers. This may also help increase fundraising
participation with unique products that are locally sourced.

OP-10

Create Pop-Up Storefronts and Business Mentoring
Using a vacant or underutilized building, create a popup space to allow entrepreneurs to “test the waters” on
a new business concept at reduced risk, and potentially
help show property owners what might be possible. This
can initially target events, placing vendors within these
spaces. Likewise, it may also take the form of a shared
space within an existing business, potentially as a business
mentorship program. This is an adaptation of the EDC’s
successful purchase/renovate/lease/purchase program.

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
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Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

ALL
(Capacity
Building
and
Messaging)





N/A, but staff
resources
required

EDMS, CMO

ALL
(Capacity
Building)





N/A, but staff
resources
required

EDMS





N/A, but staff
resources
required

EDMS





<$25,000 if
integrated with
EDC/visitor’s
center; variable if
involving another
building

EDMS, PD

ALL
(Activation)

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

<$10,000

EDMS

Create a Strong Visual Message of Openness
Install flagholders and create large flags clearly stating a
business is open, using a local artist to design the flags.
This combats perceptions that “nothing is open,” and
provides infrastructure for parades and events (American
flags on Independence Day, etc.).

ALL
(Activation)



OP-12

Regularly Develop, Assess, and Update Downtown
Events
Assess Downtown events, including surveys of
stakeholders regarding impact, income and staff impact,
best organizations to lead each event, and purpose/intent
of the events.

ALL
(Activation)





N/A, but staff
resources
required

EDMS, PR

OP-13

Establish/Strengthen Monthly Activation
Continue and develop more standing monthly events
targeting arts and culture, with extended business
hours (1st Friday, etc.). A consistent set monthly “date”
helps locals and nearby tourism know something will be
happening. This can become a driver to bring people from
Amarillo to Canyon on a regular basis. This can also serve
as a pilot program for extended hours.

ALL
(Activation)





<$25,000

EDMS, PR

OP-14

Create Public and Mural Arts Program
Establish a public and mural arts program providing grants
and design assistance to place murals and other forms
of art on public and private property. These can liven up
buildings with limited character, make parking lots more
inviting and visually interesting, and tell stories of Canyon’s
past and present. This also provides opportunities for
artists to showcase talent and establish commissioned
work for their portfolio, making it a natural connection
to WTAMU’s art programs. Canyon’s public buildings
are excellent opportunities for initial implementation,
including approaches like vinyls for the fire department
roll-up door.

ALL
(Activation)

$10,000 annually;
special allocations
for planned major
installations

EDMS, PR,
PW, CA

OP-11

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library



Periodic
replacement



PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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Ref. #

OP-15

Action Items

Enhance Storefront Appearance
Create storefront programs to help existing businesses
develop creative displays that entice customers and
create a more lively experience for pedestrians. This can
expand to vacant spaces, which can display public art or
extend displays from other businesses. They can change
seasonally, or play towards community holidays and
events such as homecoming (high school/college pride),
etc.

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office

124

Related
Project
ALL
(Activation)

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+



PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

<$10,000

EDMS, PD,
PW

PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University

POLICY & REGULATORY ACTIONS
Downtown’s success is tied to its appeal to residents and visitors and the ease with which the private development community can invest and
build in Downtown. The following regulatory and policy actions are recommended for Canyon.
Figure 40. Policy & Regulatory Actions

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

PR-1

Interim Pedestrian Improvement Program
Develop a program for interim pedestrian improvements
throughout Downtown, such as crosswalks enhanced with
public art painted on the pavement, painted intersection
bulb-outs with planters and delineators to define the
space, etc. This could be coupled with streetscape plans to
demonstrate configurations, such as a wider sidewalk using
temporary parklets. These improvements will allow nearterm enhancement to the pedestrian experience without
requiring heavy public investment.

ALL

PR-2

Encourage Residential Curb Appeal in Surrounding
Neighborhoods
Develop advice books to support improvements to curb
appeal, such as recommended color palettes based
on architectural style, approaches to landscaping,
and similar techniques that encourage resident pride
and beautification in the neighborhoods surrounding
Downtown. Consider means-based funding to help
support beautification, which may also help reduce code
enforcement issues.

ALL

PR-3

Joint Use Parking
Implement parking management approaches, including
designation of currently private lots for joint-use parking,
with necessary agreements. Select locations are identified
on the illustrative master plan, but do not represent all
potential locations. Install clear, eye-catching signage to
help communicate parking availability.

ALL

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+









PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

<$10,000 annually

EDMS, PW,
PR, CA

<$10,000

EDMS, PD

Depends
on contract
agreements

EDMS, PW,
CA, CMO,
RC

PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

PR-4

Pro-active Efforts to Eliminate Vacant Buildings
Establish a comprehensive vacant buildings program,
including regulations for registration, inspection, and
requirements for occupancy. This should be paired with an
incentive program. This supports activation of buildings to
increase interest and motivates landlords to seek tenants.

ALL
(Activation)



Depends on
incentives

EDMS, PD,
PDFD, CMO

PR-5

Historic Resources Survey
Conduct a Historic Resources Survey for the Downtown
study area. This provides content to support historic
preservation marketing efforts and tours, and forms
the basis for designating historic landmarks/districts. It
will also provide useful data for any Downtown public
improvements that trigger review by the State Historic
Preservation Officer. Consider approaches to encourage
historic preservation, through regulation or incentives as
appropriate to local culture.

ALL
(Activation)



<$50,000

EDMS, PD

PR-6

National Register
Based on data from the Historic Resources Survey, consider
submission of landmarks or a district to the National
Register of Historic Places. This creates minimal regulatory
impact but opens the door for property owners to leverage
historic preservation tax credits. An alternative is to seek
the National Register on a property-by-property basis, but
this often presents a barrier for those lacking expertise and
funding.

Depends
on whether
consulting
assistance is
needed to prepare
application and
level of City
involvement

EDMS, PD

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
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Variable

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library



PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+

Ongoing

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key
Entities

PR-7

ALL
Update Right-of-Way Management Regulations to Allow
(Activation)
Parklets
Parklets are public seating platforms that convert curbside
parking spaces into vibrant community spaces. Most
parklets have a distinctive design that incorporates seating,
greenery, shade, and other features, often supporting café
dining. Updates to Section 5.14 of the zoning ordinance
and Chapter 157 of the Code of Ordinances can allow
initially for a pilot program to test the idea. It can also
address encroachments like balconies and canopies.
San Marcos has an approach that could be adapted and
streamlined for Canyon, as do other communities like
Brenham. The number of parklets is often limited to 1-2
per block, immediately adjacent to the associated business.
This can also be updated to include issues like food
trucks, and address flexibility of outdoor sales/display and
performing arts (busking) that creates an active downtown
environment that is engaging for locals and visitors.



N/A unless
consulting
assistance Is
needed, but
staff resources
required

EDMS, PW,
PD, CA

PR-8

Implement Code Diagnostic Report Recommendations
Implement changes to development ordinances based on
the Code Diagnostic Report contained the Plan appendix to
create an environment more affirming and predictable for
renovation, redevelopment, and infill development, thus
increasing Downtown vibrancy and fiscal performance.



Address within the
Zoning Ordinance
effort underway

EDMS, PD,
PW, CA

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office

ALL
(Activation)

EDMS – Economic Development and Main
Street
L – Library

PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police
PR – Parks and Recreation
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PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
There are a variety of public policy tools that the City can use to fund
the implementation of the Downtown Plan. Depending on the incentive,
state law might dictate the parameters under which this incentive can
be utilized. Some of these tools, such as the Economic Development
Sales Tax and Local Hotel Occupancy Tax, are already in place and have
been leveraged for Downtown projects. Likewise, Canyon has chosen to
begin implementing tools like tax increment financing during this plan
effort. To successfully execute the Downtown Action Plan, the City and
other stakeholders will need to expand the funding strategies available,
combine resources for larger projects, and formalize a predictable longterm funding stream for Downtown that allows for multi-year projects.
Incentives can take any number of forms typically tied to a level of
investment or job creation, including tax abatements, grants, loans, and
infrastructure improvements. Most commonly in downtown contexts,
these agreements are used to reduce or buy-down risk or hold costs
for a project. In Texas, the statutory authority for municipal economic
development agreements is provided by Chapter 380 of the Texas Local
Government Code (Chapter 381 for county governments). Chapter
380 agreements are flexible with respect to the length of term for the
incentives. This flexibility can be crafted to establish future incentives
that might bring about future hiring and project investments.

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
Public-private partnerships provide the opportunity to leverage the
resources of the City and private sector to more effectively implement
the Downtown recommendations. Many of the projects contemplated
could include a public-private partnership component, typically defined
as part of a formal development agreement or Chapter 380 agreement.
Public-private partnerships in Downtown may include infrastructure
projects, financial incentive programs, and land assembly programs
like the current EDC practice of purchasing, renovating, and then
transitioning downtown buildings back to private ownership.

Infrastructure
As development is planned in Downtown Canyon, infrastructure
improvements will be needed. Public dollars may be used to upgrade
sidewalks and infrastructure related to proposed redevelopment
projects. In most cases, capacity of existing utilities is sufficient, but the
condition of the infrastructure may require evaluation.

Financial Incentive Programs
Providing financial incentives to private investors can help to encourage
investment and redevelopment in Downtown.

Land Assembly Program
In certain instances, City acquisitions of land can help to incentivize
new development (e.g., allowing the City to issue an RFQ for master
developer with special terms). The most likely method of acquiring
properties for the purposes of implementing the Downtown Plan will
be through purchase of a property in exchange for cash (i.e., fee simple
acquisition). This is similar to the Canyon EDC’s practice of purchasing
and renovating properties, except that it seeks to assemble multiple
properties into a larger opportunity.
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FUNDING OPTIONS & PUBLIC POLICY TOOLS
There are a variety of financing options
that can be used to help implement this
Downtown Plan. Therefore, each possible
tool should be examined to determine when
it may be most appropriately used. In most
cases, funding could include a combination
of private funding, City funds, County funds,
Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone funds,
improvement districts, tax abatements, and
state and federal grants (ex. funding through
the Amarillo MPO).
There are three types of economic
development and incentive mechanisms that
the City can implement as tools to spur private
investment in Downtown. These include:
• Public-born actions to help prepare a
larger development landscape for private
investment.
• Public actions simultaneous with
private investment to induce the desired
development form, pattern, and density in
this Downtown Plan.
• Incentives to reduce the risk of project
development.
The following are key financing tools,
programs, and potential funding sources.

Economic Development Sales Tax (EDC)

City-Wide Bond Funding

Economic Development Corporations are
governed by Chapters 501, 504, and 505 of
the Texas Local Government Code. A type 4B
can use its sales tax for a variety of business
development purposes. Type B corporations
may pay for land, buildings, equipment,
facilities, targeted infrastructure, and
improvements for:

Downtown projects, due to cultural and
economic significance, as well as return on
investment/fiscal impact of downtowns, often
warrant consideration as community-wide
benefits. In fact, downtowns typically have the
highest tax production per acre, meaning that
a strong downtown relieves the tax burden
and strengthens the economy for all. As a
result, consideration of city-wide bond funding
is appropriate. This is especially the case for
public gathering spaces, major roadways, and
similar downtown improvements frequently
used by visitors from outside of Downtown.

• Professional and amateur sports
and athletic facilities, tourism and
entertainment facilities, convention
facilities, and public parks
• Related store, restaurant, concession,
parking, and transportation facilities
• Related street, water, and sewer facilities
• Affordable housing
To promote and develop new and expanded
business enterprises that create or retain
primary jobs, a Type B EDC may fund:
• Public safety facilities
• Recycling facilities
• Streets, roads, drainage, and related
improvements;
• Demolition of existing structures
• General municipally owned improvements
• Maintenance and operating costs
associated with projects.
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Local Hotel Occupancy Tax
Cities have the ability to adopt local hotel
occupancy tax assessments, typically up to
seven percent of the cost for use of a hotel
room. It can be an important source of
funding for tourism programs and can support
economic growth for the City and unique
districts within the City. Hotel occupancy taxes
are required to fundamentally support putting
“heads in beds,” meaning they should have
a goal to increase hotel occupancy through
community investments supportive of tourism.
Eligible uses include convention center
enhancements, administrative expenses to
support convention registration, tourismrelated promotions, programs to support the
arts, historic restoration and preservation,
sporting events, and improvements to sports
facilities.
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A taxing entity has the ability to exempt all or part of the
value of property from taxation for up to 10 years in support
of the benefits a development brings in the form of value,
sales tax, or job creation. Abatements should not be used
in combination with a TIRZ since a TIRZ relies on increasing
values to generate revenue while the abatement prevents
taxation on the increased value. Abatements are less useful
in downtown contexts since the critical issues are tied to
the front-end of the development project; the benefit of an
abatement may not hit the bottom line for the developer for
several years. As a result, when used in downtowns, this tool
is typically for expansions of existing businesses.

ASSESSED VALUE

Figure 41. TIRZ Functionality

Property Tax Abatement

Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone (TIRZ)

Upon creation, the assessed property value of a geographic
area is locked-in as the base value. As investments occur and
valuation increases, the property tax revenue generated from
the value above the base value is captured and reinvested
within the district. Canyon took the step to create a TIRZ
during this planning process since preliminary evaluation
suggested it would help provide funding for implementation.
Even small amounts of revenue generated can prompt
establishment of the cyclical investment pattern and help to
finance needed improvements in the area.
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Tax revenue generated by the added
value following TIRZ creation belongs to
the TIRZ to pay for projects inside the
TIRZ boundary.

100% TIRZ

Tax revenue generated by the base property value at the time of the
TIRZ creation continues to be collected and used like before the TIRZ
was created.

TIRZ
CREATION

ASSESSED VALUE

In Texas, Tax Increment Reinvestment Zones are
implemented under Chapter 311 of Texas Local Government
Code. These districts capture certain property tax revenue
generated in the district and then reinvest it back into
the district through development of infrastructure and
improvements. TIRZs operate with the idea that the cyclical
connection between property tax revenue generated by
private investment within the district, when applied to public
investment within the district, creates a snowball effect in
which redevelopment is encouraged and accelerated (see
Figure 41).

Following TIRZ expiration, the base value is reset
with the new higher tax revenue being collected
and used like before the TIRZ was created.

TIME

TIRZ
EXPIRATION

Following TIRZ expiration, the base value is
reset with the new higher tax revenue being
collected and used like before the TIRZ was
created.
A TIRZ can also only capture a portion
of the tax revenue generated following
the TIRZ creation. This means that some
revenue belongs to the TIRZ to pay for
50% TIRZ
projects inside the TIRZ boundary while
the rest can be collected and used as
though the TIRZ was never created.

Tax revenue generated by the base property value at the time of the
TIRZ creation continues to be collected and used like before the TIRZ
was created.

TIRZ
CREATION

TIME

TIRZ
EXPIRATION

A TIRZ district is established for a set amount of years. A TIRZ can be set up so that all
or a set portion of the increased tax revenue is captured for reinvestment back into
the district.
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Public Improvement District (PID)
PIDs are permitted under Chapter 372 of
the Texas Local Government Code as a type
of special assessment enabled for cities and
counties. The funds generated by the special
assessment tax are reinvested in the district
for the following eligible activities:
• Water, wastewater, health and sanitation,
or drainage improvements
• Street and sidewalk improvements
• Mass transit improvements
• Parking improvements
• Library improvements
• Park, recreation, and cultural
improvements
• Landscaping and other aesthetic
improvements
• Art installation
• Creation of pedestrian malls
• Supplemental safety services, including
public safety and security services
• Supplemental business-related services
for the improvement of the district
This differs from a TIRZ in that all properties
receive the assessment based on a fixed rate,
while a TIRZ reallocates funds from an already
established rate into the district. PIDs are
often used in combination with TIRZs to “buy
down” the PID rate, or to fund capital projects
with a TIRZ and operations/services with a PID.
PIDs are most effective when the geographic
area is larger. With the TIRZ already initiated,
Canyon may wish to consider a PID in the
future focused primarily on supplemental
operations. Canyon should consult its

financial advisors if and when it deems this an
appropriate consideration.

Municipal Management Districts
(MMD)
These districts are established for a specific
geographic area to fund improvements and
services above and beyond the basic services
already provided by the City or property
owners. Funding systems are flexible,
including property taxes, special assessments,
and impact fees, or by other charges to
property owners similar to a Property Owners
Association. The City continues to provide
basic services, but the district creates a
supplement to those services. MMDs are
created by the state legislature and often are
implemented in place of a PID.

Special Purpose District
Special purpose districts differ from a TIRZ
in that a special purpose district collects an
additional tax. In this way, a special purpose
district is similar to a PID. Special purpose
districts differ, however, in that they are
legally recognized governments that operate
independently from other taxing jurisdictions.
They are able to issue bonds, establish user
fees, create grants, and implement a number
of other funding sources. Their capabilities
and eligible projects are limited by their
enabling authorization.
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Matching Funds/Loans
Though they often come with reporting
requirements or special qualifications,
state and federal matching funds are often
available for projects. Examples applicable
to Canyon include highway beautification,
safety enhancements, and bicycle/pedestrian
infrastructure, typically managed by
Metropolitan Planning Organizations like the
Amarillo MPO. Regional roadways like 4th
Avenue are particularly good candidates.
Other grant sources can include Community
Development Block Grants, Economic
Development Administration and Small
Business Administration grants, and U.S.
Department of Agriculture grants. Other
programs are available through USDA, SBA,
and similar agencies.

Federal Historic Preservation Tax
Incentive
The Federal Historic Preservation Tax
Incentives Program, commonly known as the
Federal Historic Tax Credit program, provides
a 20 percent and 10 percent federal tax
credit to property owners who undertake a
substantial rehabilitation of a historic building
in a commercial or other income producing
use, while maintaining its historic character.
A 20 percent income tax credit is available
for the rehabilitation of historic, incomeproducing buildings that are determined by
the Secretary of the Interior, through the
National Park Service, to be certified historic
structures. The State Historic Preservation
Office at the Texas Historical Commission
and the National Park Service review
the rehabilitation work to ensure that it
complies with the Secretary’s Standards for
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Rehabilitation. Owner-occupied residential
properties do not qualify for the federal
rehabilitation tax credit.
A 10 percent tax credit is available for the
rehabilitation of non-historic buildings placed
in service before 1936. The building must be
rehabilitated for non-residential use. In order
to qualify for the tax credit, the rehabilitation
must meet three criteria:
• At least 50 percent of the existing external
walls must remain in place as external
walls,
• At least 75 percent of the existing external
walls must remain in place as either
external or internal walls, and
• At least 75 percent of the internal
structural framework must remain in
place.
There is no formal review process for
rehabilitations of non-historic buildings under
the ten percent program.

Neighborhood Empowerment Zone
Cities can designate Neighborhood
Empowerment Zones to promote one or more
purposes:
• Support new or rehabilitated affordable
housing
• Increase economic development

property taxes if determined to benefit the
zone.

Enterprise Zone
Only the State can designate enterprise zones,
defined as economically-distressed areas.
Cities can nominate an area to participate
in the Texas Enterprise Zone Program. Such
zones promote job creation and capital
investment within a geographic area. In
addition, the State Comptroller can refund
state sales and use tax.

Other Funding Strategies
A variety of other funding strategies that can
be evaluated include:
• General fund sources within the municipal
budget
• Impact fee eligible projects within
Downtown
• Municipal management rebates
• Sales Tax Sharing
• Tax Exempt Financing
• Facade Maintenance Loan Program
• Community Development Block Grants
• Corporate Donations and Sponsorships
• Texas Property Assessed Clean Energy
(PACE) Programs

• Increase social service, education or public
safety quality
Cities gain the ability to waive a number of
liabilities to property owners and developers,
including waivers to impact fees, refunding
of municipal sales taxes, and abatement of
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & FINANCE ACTIONS
The following economic development and finance actions are recommended to help spur investment and positive change in Downtown Canyon.

Figure 42. Economic Development & Finance Actions

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

FI-1

Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone (TIRZ)
Designate a Downtown TIRZ to capture incremental
property tax growth. The City should lead this initiative, but
request the County join the TIRZ. The tax increment would
be used to help fund the projects in the Downtown Master
plan over the next 25 years.

ALL

FI-2

Expand Cultural Offerings and Attractions
To improve Canyon’s chances of being selected as a
Cultural District by the Texas Commission on the Arts, the
Downtown area needs more permanent arts and cultural
spaces. Redeveloping the movie theatre on 4th Street,
incentivizing a dedicated live music venue, or a murals
program would complement existing nearby uses such as
the library and Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum.

ALL

FI-3

Infill Housing Incentive Program
Establish an economic development policy that provides
financial incentives to infill rental and for-sale housing
projects within the Downtown area. The City should set a
target for 20 housing units over the next decade and adjust
the program to reflect market conditions.

ALL

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
EDMS – Economic Development and Main

Street
L – Library
PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6





PR – Parks and Recreation
PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
TPD - To Be Determined
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7-10+

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key Entities



$30,000

EDMS, CMO,
RC



By Staff

EDMS,
WTAMU,
Cultural Arts
Groups



TBD

EDMS, CMO,
RC

Ongoing

WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

FI-4

Consistent Operating Hours for Existing & Future
Businesses
Encourage existing and future Downtown restaurants
and shops to have similar operating hours. Small owneroperator businesses can struggle to maintain consistent
business hours. In Canyon, this could have a negative effect
on tourists and visitors unfamiliar with the Downtown who
assume restaurants and shops will be open later at night
and on the weekends. As part of any incentive offered or
investment in Downtown, consideration should be given to
businesses willing to offer extended operating hours.

ALL

FI-5

Boutique Hotel or Short-Term Rental Options
Given the number of annual visitors to the Canyon area,
there exists an opportunity for small-scale boutique
lodging that complements the options east of Downtown
near WTAMU. The City should identify appropriate sites
and collaborate with landowners in actively recruiting a
hotel developer or short-term rental operator.

ALL

FI-6

Broaden the Facade Grant Program
Many of the challenges to renovating existing structures
to bring them back into productive use and original
appearance exceed facade-related issues. The program
should be expanded to include assistance to property
owners or business tenants to bring a building or property
up to code and create a more coherent feel for Downtown.
This can also be further expanded with specific programs
for signage, as well as tenant rental assistance.

ALL

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
EDMS – Economic Development and Main
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Street
L – Library
PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6







PR – Parks and Recreation
PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
TPD - To Be Determined
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7-10+

Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key Entities



TBD

EDMS, CMO



TBD

EDMS, CMO,
Private
Landowners



TBD

EDMS, CMO

Ongoing

WTAMU – West Texas A&M University

Ref. #

Action Items

Related
Project

FI-7

5-Year Funding Program for Downtown
Funding the Master Plan will require dedicated resources
from a variety of partners including City, Economic
Development Corporation, County, existing Downtown
businesses, and philanthropy. A coordinated 5-year
funding plan, including financial commitments, should be
developed to maximize the return on investment.

ALL

FI-8

Increase the Supply of Professional Office Space
The storefronts facing the courthouse square will likely be
filled by restaurants, shops, and entertainment venues.
As Canyon continues to add new residents and remote
working remains an accepted practice by businesses,
opportunities could appear to support new small office
space projects one block off the square and north along
15th street. The City should set a target for adding 20 to 30
professional employees working full- or part-time from the
Downtown area.

ALL

Key Entities
CA – City Attorney
CMO – City Manager’s Office
EDMS – Economic Development and Main

Street
L – Library
PD – Planning and Development
PD/FD – Fire and Police

Initiation Time Frame (Yrs)
1-3

4-6

7-10+



Ongoing





PR – Parks and Recreation
PW – Public Works
RC – Randall County
TPD - To Be Determined
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Planning Level
Estimated
Project Budget

Key Entities

TBD

TBD, RC,
WTAMU,
Businesses,
Philanthropy

TBD

TBD, RC

WTAMU – West Texas A&M University
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Introduction

Diagnostic Report

The City of Canyon has recognized a need for updated development regulations, which has been ongoing concurrent to this Downtown
Master Plan. The need for updated development regulations is due to a number of factors, such as the Comprehensive Plan and other
recent planning efforts, changes in State law, outdated standards, coordination of various requirements, unclear procedures, and a desire
to enhance development quality through a more predictable and prescriptive regulatory environment.

Addressing regulatory items is a critical path to revitalization in Downtown Canyon. As a result, a partial diagnostic report focused on
Downtown Canyon was included with the Downtown Master Plan. Given the ongoing nature of the development codes update effort,
many elements and recommendations were coordinated with that separate project. Several aspects of the 2019 Diagnostic Report are
applicable to Downtown Canyon, including:
•
•

•

A need to shift the tone of the ordinances to emphasize plain language over technical jargon, and address obsolete terminology.
The benefit of using flow charts, illustrations and other graphics to clearly and concisely convey requirements in an approachable
manner.
The convenience of addressing Downtown in a more explicit manner rather than relying upon weaving and interpreting a variety
of different districts, and to highly appropriate mixed-use approaches.

This Diagnostic Report seeks to identify key areas of focus for revising a variety of regulatory items. In many cases, the ultimate solutions
will be developed iteratively during the drafting process of revised standards. For example, this report might identify a need to revise
landscaping standards but will not specify what they should specifically become. That discussion will instead be part of the code drafting
process.
While this report focuses primarily on development regulations, building codes and right-of-way management regulations are also
discussed.
By-Right Mixed-Use

"Mixed-use" describes a development containing two or more major types of uses (typically including residential, commercial, office,
and/or institutional), each of which should attract a significant market share. Mixed-use reflects a physical and functional integration of
its various components, which can be provided within a vertical mix of uses into a single building; the planned positioning of key
components around a central public space or land use (for example, a shopping center); or through a town center/urban village setting
that interconnects uses through pedestrian-friendly facilities. Mixed-use frequently involves stacking uses, usually residential or office
uses over retail uses. The scale of mixed-use is highly dependent on the context, ranging from a single urban parcel to the redevelopment
of a collection of parcels within or adjacent to a developed area.
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Municipal regulations can and should create an affirming environment for mixed-use developments, particularly in downtown as a best
practice. Allowing mixed-use development “by-right” (i.e., without requiring rezoning or other special approvals) is essential to this, as
mixed-use development projects often have trouble in project financing and feasibility. This is the result of specialization in development
financing and in developer experience. For example, developers often specialize in multifamily or retail/commercial, but rarely both. As
such, they often must form complex partnerships with other developers for their sources of financing to become comfortable with the
pursuit of a new mixed-use approach. Small-scale, incremental development opens up additional paths but must still achieve pro forma
performance. When these financiers and developers see only approval paths involving discretionary decisions, variances, etc., particularly
in political settings such as City Council, they are less likely to pursue the project due to fears of holding costs and lack of certainty.
Advantages to allowing mixed-use development by-right include:
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Mixed-use typically results in shared infrastructure (e.g., parking), thereby making possible economies of scale in development
and operating costs. This allows land to be used more productively and for amenities to still be provided in a cost-effective
manner.
Mixed-use projects achieve greater long-term appreciation in land and property values. Sales tax and property tax returns are
typically greater on a per-acre basis than their single-use counterparts.

Mixed-use policies tend to stimulate revitalization by encouraging more intense redevelopment activity. The greater degree of
flexibility encourages property owners to pursue investment rather than being content with current economic performance.
Mixed-use also diversifies the financial base of the project, avoiding anchor dependency and fluctuations of the macroeconomy.

Mixed-use development inherently conserves energy because it promotes efficient land use, reduced reliance on the use of
vehicles, and establishes walkable communities based on Smart Growth principles. “Park once and walk” approaches function well
in mixed-use environments.
Mixed-use developments create a sense of place in a community – an identity. At a reduced scale, this sense of place can be created
at the neighborhood level and provide substantial quality of life improvements through access to neighborhood-supporting goods
and services.

Mixed-use development achieves higher densities while creating more amenities and usable public open space, which sometimes
cannot easily be achieved by single-purpose projects.
Mixed-use development provides opportunities for development patterns that are transit-ready and conducive to transportation
alternatives to the personal automobile.

Limitations associated with mixed-use provisions of development codes include:
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•
•
•

•

•

Mixed-use development, especially at larger scales, can be a complex, time-consuming process.
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The uses within a mixed-use development must be marketable in their own right but also work together as a whole.

Successful mixed-use development simultaneously requires detailed planning for certainty but also flexibility to adapt to the
market with time. Likewise, it requires detailed and flexible management, political support, and capital resources in order to be
successfully developed.

It requires attention to detail in all aspects of its design to avoid replicating sprawl, missing opportunities for strong fiscal
performance on a per-acre productivity basis. Lack of attention to detail can simply result in more attractive sprawl if not carefully
considered.
Mixed-use development often requires greater administrative burden due to the complexity of development regulations. This can
be mitigated to some degree by adapting emerging best regulatory practices in lean urbanism.

The evaluation of areas suitable for mixed-use development should address issues such as scale, size, access and visibility, proximity to
other land uses, transportation alternatives, and existing utilities and infrastructure. Areas must allow for relatively high-density
development of multiple uses and should be located in proximity to existing travel patterns and numerous access points. Potential mixeduse areas should be situated within a centralized area of different uses and activities, providing the area with proximity to multiple land
uses to facilitate appropriate infill development or new development that interrelates with adjacent existing development.
Such regulations should adequately manage development activity without being overly burdensome upon a developer. Developers must
be viewed as partners for community visions for mixed-use projects to come to fruition. Design guidelines addressing all aspects of site
design (area and bulk requirements, vehicular and pedestrian standards, landscaping, signage, lighting, etc.) should be specifically
developed for this use. Consideration should also be given to streamlining the review process to allow the approval of mixed-use
development in a reasonable time frame.
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Diagnostic Evaluation
1. Update Building Codes to Current Practices
Diagnostic Observation
Canyon operates under the 2012 editions of the International Fire Code, including Appendices B, C, and D. The remainder of their
building-related codes use the 2015 edition of the International Code Council (ICC) suite of codes. The ICC edition updates, in
current practice, focus primarily on incorporating new technologies and new approaches to construction rather than becoming
more restrictive or costly. This is especially true of the International Existing Building Code, which helps to support adaptive reuse
of historic buildings constructed prior to modern building and accessibility codes.

Recommendation

Update Canyon’s adopted codes to the 2021 edition of the ICC suite of codes. Most alterations from 2015 onward have emphasized
flexibility with new techniques and increasing prescriptive paths to code compliance. This is particularly true of the Existing
Building Code as it has significantly increased guidance in its use to help building officials feel confident in applying it without
creating risk or liability. Amarillo is currently undergoing this code update process (from 2015 edition to 2021 edition), and
Canyon should consider mirroring their adoption and local amendments to benefit regional consistency. Some areas may warrant
specific consideration of alterations. For example, some cities modify Appendix D of the Fire Code based on the fire department’s
specific equipment. Updating codes also serves to benefit the City’s ISO rating, which can reduce insurance costs for property
owners in Canyon.

2. Establish an Appropriate Historic Preservation Ordinance or Main Street Overlay
Diagnostic Observation

While there are several state historical markers, there is not a historic preservation ordinance for local landmarks or local historic
districts. Cities vary in how active their approach to preservation should be, with some designating landmarks and districts
without specific design standards to support use of flexible methods available under the International Existing Building Code and
International Fire Code to support adaptive reuse of historic buildings.
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Work to create a historic preservation ordinance appropriate to Canyon. One such approach is to establish the ordinance as a
landmark designation program that relies upon property owners to consent to inclusion. This approach can help support
nominations to the National Register of Historic Places, perhaps even for the entire Square. This designation does not necessarily
create additional regulatory layers, but instead can help property owners to access State and Federal Historic Preservation Tax
Credits. Likewise, this can help clarify eligibility for alternative code compliance under the International Existing Building Code.
Based on observations, the community seems to prioritize voluntary efforts toward preservation and community pride/peer
pressure, which has been successful in maintaining and enhancing the character of historic areas. We recommend this approach
continue, focusing on providing resources and guidance to property owners rather than taking a regulatory approach. An
alternative is to consider creation of an overlay district with some prescriptive design standards for building design, which may
avoid some concerns from property owners about the cost involved in period-accurate restoration materials or involvement of an
additional commission in approvals.

3. Update the Zoning Ordinance and Necessary Right-of-Way Regulations to Support Street Activation
Diagnostic Observation

Section 5.14 within the zoning ordinance contains provisions for sidewalk displays and cafes. The accompanying standards focus
primarily on upkeep, appearance, and maintaining accessibility. An annual license is required with a modest fee. The language of
Section 5.14 appears confined to sidewalks, indicating parklet configurations within on-street parking may not be allowed. The
pandemic has revealed the importance of facilitating outdoor dining and engaging experiences, and parklets can provide a tool to
test different configuration ideas.

Recommendation

Clarify in the zoning ordinance that sidewalk cafes/displays (and parklets if eventually permitted) do not trigger additional offstreet parking requirements. Consider expanding to allow a parklet program in which some on-street parking spaces can be
converted to temporary, semi-permanent or permanent public space or space for restaurant use. This typically involves license
agreements and compliance with standards for safety adjacent to travel lanes, accessibility and design quality. Some cities begin
with a pilot program limiting the number of installations, while others establish long-term limits on a maximum number per block.
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4. Provide Appropriate Exceptions/Alternatives for Landscape Standards in Downtown
Diagnostic Observation
Landscaping standards apply in all nonresidential zoning districts, but there is an exception for lots under 12,000 s.f. except when
such lot adjoins another lot which is smaller than 12,000 s.f. The intent and applicability of this exemption is not clear. Downtown
areas, due to higher lot coverages and no/limited front setback, typically have exemptions or forms of alternative compliance for
landscape standards.

Recommendation

Create defined alternatives to landscaping compliance in Downtown, likely using RC-3 and a potential historic district/Main Street
overlay as a framework. Examples include requirements to provide awnings and canopies, a defined system of planters on the
sidewalk/right-of-way, installation of street trees, use of public art, etc. Evaluate compatibility buffers to have alternative
compliance or exemptions in RC-3 since downtown lots often lack space for this when adjacent to SF/2F/MF zoning districts.

5. Update Sign Regulations for Legal Compliance and to Address Unique Sign Types in Downtown
Diagnostic Observation

Sign regulations are located within the zoning ordinance. Like many cities, aspects of the sign regulations do not appear to
comport with relevant case law on content neutrality. Likewise, it is not clear how sign regulations apply to a variety of sign types
common in downtown settings, such as sandwich boards, marquees, awnings, blade/hanging signs, and others.

Recommendation

Update sign types to include more common examples, integrating graphics as needed. Remove content-based regulations,
emphasizing time, place and manner of sign placement. Consider a standard sandwich board provided to business owners in
downtown as a Main Street Program initiative.
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6. Update Residential Zoning and Development Standards

Diagnostic Report

Diagnostic Observation
Canyon has several residential districts within its zoning regulations. Of these districts, Single-Family Suburban Residential (SF-S)
and Duplex Attached Residential (2F) are the most relevant districts. Single-Family Village Residential (SF-V) is not present
around Downtown despite development standards that indicate a denser, more urban condition. SF-S requires 60-foot lot widths,
which is wide for a downtown-adjacent context. SF-S is restricted primarily to single-family detached homes. 2F, which
accommodates duplexes, maintains the same lot dimension standards as SF-S but with a higher density of 14.5 dwelling units per
acre. 2F also allows single-family detached on slightly smaller 6,000 s.f. lots with a 50-foot width and a corresponding increase in
allowed density. Alternative residential types are not explicitly addressed, including townhomes, accessory dwelling units, cottage
courts, and cottage rows. Minimum lot size and maximum densities indicate density is calculated as a net (excluding right-of-way
and undevelopable land), rather than gross. Off-street parking is required for all residential uses in all zoning districts.

Recommendation

Establish permitted encroachments into the setbacks and appropriate standards for those circumstances. For example, some cities
allow reduced front setbacks for covered porches provided that they do not interfere utility easements. Adjust the approach to
regulating density/intensity to rely upon lot size, lot width and building height rather than a dwelling units per acre metric.
Update lot dimensional standards across residential districts so that more intense categories naturally nest within a common
single-family district. For example, in the April 2022 zoning ordinance draft, 2F and MF now have consistency with SF-6 district
dimensional standards for width, size and key setbacks.
Cottage courts and cottage rows may work most effectively via a Planned Development or a MF zoning district project, though
creation of prescriptive standards is encouraged to reduce uncertainty of approval.

7. Update Mixed-Use/Commercial Zoning and Development Standards
Diagnostic Observation

For non-residential and mixed-use development, and Downtown in general, the Retail (RC-1), Commercial (RC-2), and Central
Area (RC-3) zoning districts are most relevant. Multifamily and other residential uses are also allowed in these districts, including
single-family attached (townhouses) and detached. The zoning ordinance contains language indicating mixed-use with residential
integrated with commercial uses in a single building or site is allowed in RC-1 and RC-3, though it could be presented with greater
prominence and clarity.
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Diagnostic Report

RC-3 functions as the Downtown square zoning district, with no lot coverage restriction and an exemption from minimum parking
requirements for nonresidential uses. RC-2 and RC-3 do not have height restrictions, but lot dimension standards in the ordinance
appear to create nonconforming lots in portions of the Downtown core and fringe. RC-2 and RC-3 do not have minimum front
setbacks, allowing for buildings in an urban condition built to the front property line. RC-2 has a restrictive lot coverage standard
indicative of suburban development patterns.

Recommendation

Clarify the intent of the RC-3 district, and consider an overlay for the study area to make any other necessary adjustments to
reflect the unique issues of Downtown. Eliminate any setback and lot coverage requirements. Conduct a real-world confirmation
of existing lots, as lot widths of 20’ are common around/near the Square and some lot depths vary particularly at the corners. It
may be necessary to address alternative widths/depths via an overlay district.

8. Update Permitted Uses in Downtown
Diagnostic Observation

The zoning ordinance does restrict some uses within the study area that would be common in a downtown area. For example, RC1 requires hotels, motels, and bed & breakfasts to seek a specific use permit. Certain uses, like tattoo studios and smoke shops, are
limited by specific use permit. Virtually all industrial and manufacturing uses are prohibited in all three relevant zoning districts,
which appears to limit craft manufacturing/studios such as custom glass, custom furniture, and craft brewing and distilling.
Despite Canyon’s location at the northern edge of the Texas High Plains wine region, wineries and wine shops are not addressed.
There are, however, uses permitted that are unusual in typical downtown settings, such as tire retreading and capping.

Recommendation

Comprehensively evaluate permitted uses, particularly in the RC-3 district, to ensure desired uses are permitted with an easy path
to approval. Likewise, evaluate for uses that may be acceptable depending on circumstances, and seek to create prescriptive
conditions for those uses. Specifically, ensure micro alcohol production is allowed in and near downtown. Consider a requirement
for food sales within the downtown area to ensure the facility is an active, engaging space that attracts customers. Eliminate uses
that are inherently auto-dependent in downtown, such as drive-thru facilities and stores that cater primarily to cars such as
automobile sales and service. Clearly allow mixed-use as a defined use type. Ensure residential uses are allowed in the RC-3 within
downtown, particularly ground-level in at least some limited amount to help facilitate compliance with accessibility requirements
under the Fair Housing Act without necessarily triggering requirements to provide elevators.
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9. Establish Provisions for Accessory Dwelling Units

Diagnostic Report

Diagnostic Observation
Canyon’s Code of Ordinances appears silent on the allowance of accessory dwelling units. Such units take multiple forms, including
but not limited to garage apartments, backyard cottages/casitas, and small units within the primary residence (i.e., basement
apartments). This type of provision helps current owners to age in place, establishes passive income for those owners, and creates
a dispersed form of affordable rental housing. This can also help pro formas for existing historic residential structures, potentially
encouraging restoration and discouraging demolition.

Recommendation

Consider allowing Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) broadly in all single-family zoning districts, prescribing additional standards
as lot sizes drop below 10,000 s.f. and lot widths to 60’ and under. Examples of limits include, but are not limited to, placement of
the ADU towards the rear of the property, size limit relative to the primary structure and similar restrictions. The April 2022
zoning ordinance draft limits ADUs to the two largest-lot zoning districts.

10. Streamline Parking Ratios
Diagnostic Observation

The zoning ordinance has an extensive list of uses with their associated parking ratios. This can cause problems with adaptive
reuse. Many cities are consolidating ratios into a few categories to make changes in use easier.

Recommendation

Evaluate ratios and consolidate parking ratio use categories to the maximum extent possible. This may be done with consolidated
categories or by using consistent ratios across a comprehensive permitted uses chart.
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Diagnostic Report

11. Provide Increased Flexibility for Parking Compliance
Diagnostic Observation
The zoning ordinance has limited provisions for shared parking options. Efficiencies for mixed-use environments (within and near
the site) are not addressed. Parking calculations and shared agreements should provide options to consider variations in peak
activity between uses, such as office uses being generally active during the day, and restaurants/bars/ entertainment venues
being busier at night. Adjacent on-street parking is not considered. Minimum parking ratios for on-site parking is a leading cause
preventing infill development in downtowns nationwide and within Texas.

Recommendation

Establish a clear exemption to off-street parking for the RC-3 zoning district when located in the downtown study area. Evaluate
the shared parking standards developed by ULI and consider incorporating them to expand the shared parking provision as well
as alternative calculations. Establish reduced ratios for mixed-use circumstances. Consider variable treatment based on peak
activity levels of various businesses.
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